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Classroom Culture Mayer
Webasto's
concert
work earns
nv. plays big
Ford award
at RSEC
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By GREG TRAVIS
Staff Writer
Murray's Webasto Roof Systems, Inc., was presented with a
Ford Motor Company Q I Preferred Quality Status award certification Tuesday afternoon during a brief plaque presentation at the
plant north of town.
Joe Freda!, a Ford STA (supplier technical assistance) engineer,
told the group, "This is a significant recognition in the automotive
industry. It shows you are moving forward and that you are the kind
of company that we want to do business with," he said.
Freda] noted that the company has a quality system in place and
they follow it.
"You're one of the best of the best. You're doing all the right
things to help build automobiles," he added.
Fredal said that, typically, there is a lot of work involved in a
new plant, but Murray was an amazing team."You have the quality numbers and they are some of the best numbers in the industry,"
he continued.
Tony West, Webasto quality manager at the Murray plant, said,
"We've been working hard to showcase the quality work at our
facility and today we received that certification from Ford. Joe

By KRISTIN TAYLOR
Staff Writer
When Jason Pittman walked
into the Regional Special
Events Center on Friday night,
he forgot for just a moment that
he was in Murray. The lights,
the sounds and the crowd took
him away from the moment.
But Pittman, who manages
the RSEC, was in Murray — as
was pop star John Mayer.
"I walked
into the arena
and thought
that it did not
feel like I was
Murray,"
in
Pittman said.
"It was surre-

III See Page 2A

TOM BERRY/ Ledger & Times

Dr. Hiroyuki Okazaki, a professor at the University of Toyama, Japan, standing right, answers
questions from students in Robin Brown's Murray Elementary School P3 class about his trip
to the U.S., what sushi is, and about how Japanese students are taught in the classroom.

GREG TRAVIS/Ledger & Times

Pictured above, from left, are Tony West, Webasto quality
manager: Josh Lieber. Webasto assistant general manager:
and Joe Fredal, Ford Motor Company STA engineer.

If state foots bill,
county welcomes
runoff election
By TOM BERRY
Staff Writer
2007 primary election force a runoff vote
Should the
between top Democratic or Republican candidates for governor, the
state may step in to pay the cost, thus counties across the
Commonwealth tens of thousands of dollars.
Calloway County Judge-Executive Larry Elkins said during a
meeting of fiscal court Tuesday night at the Weaks Community
Center that the move was welcome here.
"It will still mean some extra work for(Calloway County Clerk)
Ray (Coursey)and his staff, but at least the state is going to pay the
bill," Elkins said.
Coursey said this morning that he welcomes the move because it
will save local taxpayers about $10,000 to $15,000; possibly more.
-That's good news," he said. "The money is one side of it that is
always important because when you are in a position like this you
want to see people's money spent the right way."
Coursey said the county has to pay a computer programmer to
reset all the voting machines and post signage at all 28 precincts for
a run-off which can be expensive. However should a run-off be
required. the office would have to hire election officers to supervise:
something which might be very difficult to do.
State election law requires a runoff election 35 days after the
scheduled election if no one candidate wins 40 percent of the vote.
With seven Democrats and three Republicans running for nominations to their party's ticket, a runoff election is a possibility.

II See Page 3A

Japanese educators tour schools
to learn class management styles

Mayer took
stage
the
night
Friday
after opening act Mat Kearney,
who had plenty of his own
With
fans.
Mayer backstage was his
famous girlfriend Jessica
Simpson. The
was
couple
spotted dining
the previous
Simpson
night at The
Palm in Nashville, according to
The Tennessean.
But they certainly didn't
travel alone.
"Everything went phenomenal. The crew that came in, I'd
venture to say, was the mcesj
crew we've ever worked with,!
Pittman said. -They were very
accommodating and nice to
work with."
The music tour came in SIK
trucks and six buses, enough
room to bring along a chef. 'That was quite a treat,- said
Pittman, who sampled some of
the food that started with breakfast Friday morning. "He was a
heck of a chef."
Plus 30 student workers were
hired to help bring everything in
while 36 students loaded everything out. Still, from an equipment standpoint, Disney on Ice

ited Southwest Calloway Elementary School this
By TOM BERRY
morning and then was scheduled to tour East
Staff Writer
A delegation of Japanese educators and stu- Calloway Elementary this afternoon.
Prof. Hiroyuki Okazaki, a spokesman for the
dents observed Murray Elementary School's
said he and his colleagues wanted to learn
group,
to
Tuesday
system
CHAMPS class management
learn more about how the program guides the edu- as much as possible. The group split up and
observed, photographed and video taped classes in
cation of young students.
The delegation of four professors and five progress at Murray Elementary.
"We are interested in how the teacher manages
graduate students from the University of Toyama
will remain in Murray through Thursday. During the classroom," Okazaki said."Of course we have
their visit yesterday, they took the time to observe
the CHAMPS at work at MES.The group also vis- •See Page 2A
•See Page 10A

Plans OK'd for subdivision off Trents Lane
By KRISTIN TAYLOR
Staff Writer
The attorney for the developer of
Saratoga Springs called plans for another
subdivision just to the east a "piggy back
effort." But the Murray Planning
Commission approved the preliminary plans
for The Grove, which will be off Wiswell
Road between Trents Lane and Kings Drive.
On a 5-2 vote with one abstention, the
planning commission approved the preliminary plat for the single-family subdivision
on the 16 acres currently owned by Casey
and Brenda Hines. Chairman Richard
Vanover and commissioner Nelson Shroat
voted against the plan. Commissioner Ed
Davis abstained.
The Hines are planning to sell the property to Barbara Campbell and Jim Tate, who
want to develop most of it into a subdivision
that has homes similar to those in next-door
Saratoga Springs. A three-acre tract will be

left fronting Wiswell where a home already ing Kandi Kay Lane from Saratoga,
Campbell and Tate won't have to build any
is located.
The land actually is just outside the city roads in their new subdivision.
The majority of the approximately 35
limits, but the Hineses also were at the
meeting to request that the property be people in attendance were there for this
annexed. That request was later approved agenda item.
Attorney Mark Blankenship spoke on
unanimously.
"We feel like this is an opportunity to behalf of Garland and his wife, Vickie, and
take a piece of property in that would help called The Grove a "piggy back effort" off
that city-county gap," City Planner Candace Saratoga's Trents Lane. He also raised conDowdy said about how the Hines property cerns about the expensive fence the
at 1641 Wiswell Road would help the city Garlands constructed around the neighborhood. The fence along Trents Lane is in the
limits be less jagged.
Had the property not been annexed, the right-of-way, which was dedicated to the
development would still fall in the planning city with the street itself.
-They did not anticipate something like
commission's four-mile jurisdiction for subthis," Blankenship said of the Saratoga
division regulations.
With 25 lots of varying sizes, The Grove developers and residents.
Vickie Garland spoke on behalf of the
will be between King Drive and Trents
association, whose president
homeowners
Springs
Saratoga
of
Lane, which was pan
untd.developer Paul Garland dedicated it to
the city as a public street. Other than extend-
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GREG TRAVIS/Ledger & Times
Calloway County's Southwest Elementary School Pnncipal Janet Johnson, front nght, discusses the school's daily operations Wednesday morning with a delegation of Japanese educators
visiting schools in both the County and city school systems.
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NOTICE
• The Murray Board of
Zoning Adjustments will meet
at 4 30 today at city halt The
agenda includes public hearings for conditional use permit applications to allow
Stuart and Gloria Shull to
reside On the premises of
their business at 124 N 15th
St and to allow four nor related people to live in a single-family zone at 1402 N
Fourth St . a request for an
additional
wail sign
at
Mason's Commons at 1608
Ky 121 North and a (timer
sional variance for front setbacks for some lots it'
Riverlield Estates on Doran
Road South
•
Both
Murray
Independent and Calloway
County boards of education
will meet at 7 30 p m tonight
;n executive session at their
respective board offices Part
of the meetings will be closed
to the public because some
of the issues involved are at
the center of litigation
III The Murray City Council
will meet at 6 30 p m
Thursday at city hail The
agenda includes an ordinance to address caterers
who sell alcoholic beverages.
a recommendation from the
Murray
Planning
Commission to draft an ordinance for text amendments
pertaining
residentia,
to
planned development pre
Acts and Donna Herndor'.
and David Simmons The
finance and personnel committee will meet at 5 p m to
IISCUSS the amendment to
the
Alcohol
Beverage
ommission
ordinance
regardong caterers' licenses.
discuss a budget amendment
and convene in an executive
Session
II To report a Town Crier
item. call 753-1416
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the meaning of CHAMPS during the visit.
Caldwell said MFS is one of
only a few schools in the
Purchase region that incorporates CHAMPS into the curriculum. It started as part of a pilot
instructional-discipline project
offered by the Kentucky
Department of Education about
four years ago.
"Basically we started with
the common-area procedures
first which means 'how to
behave in the restroom• and
'how to behave in the hallway,—
she said. "That started about
lour years ago. 'Then we got that
all down-pat so that everyone in
the school follows the same procedure. About two years ago we
began implementing CHAMPS
in the classroom. It has been
going a little piece at a time until
now we have it all in place.-

•Webasto's work ...
From Front
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, rectal' has been working with us and we are proud of es ery one
who has helped with this honor
West noted that teamwork is important and he went on to extend
.; special thanks to the City. of Murray. members of local coition'',
dev
,:onmuttees and others for their oyerV,heliniI112 ,UppOrl

Murder arrests are made
Staff Report
BENTON, Ky. -- Two western Kentucky men were charged
Tuesday in the May 2(X)6 death
of a Ken-Bar Lodge employee.
Mark S. Christy, 48, of
Paducah. and Steyen L. Howell,
28. ot Bardwell, were charged
with murder, first-degree rape
and tampering with physical
es[dente. according to a
Kentucky State Police release.
Follow ing a nine-month inves4gallon. KSP officers presented
the case to a Marshall County
grand jury on Feb. 15.
KSP began its investigation
after 20-year-old Ashley Wilson
was found dead May 28, 2006,
in a hotel room at Ken-Bar
Lodge in Gilbertsville, where
she worked, Marshall County
Coroner Mitchell Lee pronounced her dead that day.
Police said circumstances
surrounding Wilson's death
seemed suspicious.

At the tune of Wilson's
death. Christy was on parole for
seconddegree assault
conviction
f r o
m
Campbell
C'ounty. He's
currently
an
inmate at the
W est
Christy
K entucky
Correctional
Complex
in
Eddyville.
Howell was
on probation at
the time of
Wilson's
death, having
been convicted
of possession
Howell
of a methamphetamine precursor in Hopkins
County. He's currently a state
inmate in the Marshall County
Detention Center.
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CourtDocket

Calloway Circuit Court
• Marlon J. Carrillo. 22, of Murray. pleaded guilty to third-degree
assault, alcohol intoxication and resisting arrest when he
appeared in court Friday with public defender Cheri Decker. He
was sentenced to two years with 10 days to actually serve for the
case that stems from an April 30. 2006, incident in which he was
%%est said the Q I award L'ertif[cation for the automotiye industry
throwing rocks at passing cars on North 12th Street and then bit
is is an ,tngoing proses!,
Murray Police Department officer Andy Cooper's upper arm.
•'Vie ha‘e received the honor and now we will he maintaining • John W. Hopkins. 23. of Murray, pleaded guilty in five cases
this certification This comes just 17 months after starting with Ford
during a court appearance Friday. In total, he admitted to two
counts of second-degree burglary. six counts of third-degree burMoto' Company and we are very excited
glary and two counts of theft by unlawful taking more than $300.
In April 2004. Webasto announced its decision Iii hnng a
An order has been entered for all the restitution owed. Hopkins
Ii PSI M P square toot facility to the industrial park in t S 641
will be sentenced April 9.
Sodli The Gentian-based manufacturer of roofs and heating and
.00ling systems bit international automobile oimpanies also has • Cedric Kyle is scheduled for a fury trial at 9 a.m. May 10 for
first-degree trafficking in a controlled substance (cocaine), firstIwo plants in Lexington
offense trafficking in marijuana (8 ounces to 5 pounds) and
receiving stolen property more than $300. The drug charges are
Staff tt rder Arm inn bishop- ontrthuted to tial.k ant; le
enhanced because police say he and co-defendant Patricia
Dunbar. 25. of Murray. had a .38-caliber handgun in their possession when they were arrested Dec. 16, 2005. Dunbar is
scheduled for a pre-trial conference the same day as Kyle's trial.
• Deena Ann Lehan. 27. of Murray, pleaded guilty Friday to
bribery of a public servant. She will be sentenced Apnl 9. Lehan
was charged for agreeing to smuggle marijuana to a maximum
From Front
security inmate at the Kentucky State Penitentiary in Eddyville.
where she worked as a correctional guard. She was arrested
i‘ tillable to attend The Garlands met with the hometiwners be tote
April 5. 2006. after she was paid $1,600 from an undercover
the planning commission meeting. She raised concerns about interKentucky State Police detective at Food Giant, which has a
rupting the atmosphere that attracted residents to the deYelopment
Western Union.
"It was v.ell-receised from the public.- Garland said "If you take • Carl E. Mohler. 51, and Tena
Marie Mohler. no age given, both
that tence down, it will take that away."
of Almo. each tested positive for drugs when they were tested
Day id Roberts, the city's director of planning and engineenng. Friday in court and then were taken back into custody. They both
had entered guilty pleas in their cases and were to be sentenced
said Paul Garland did present to the city stall the plans for the fence
April 9 Cart Mohler is charged with first-offense possession of
,tint fountains at the entrances and received permission to proceed
drug paraphernalia and first-degree possession of a controlled
ith the understanding that the fence was planned for the public
substance (methamphetamine) while his wife is charged with
tight of -way along Trents Lane
possession of drug paraphernalia and first-degree possession of
Brenda Hines talked about how she and her ex-husband hay e
a controlled substance (meth).
been approached by others interested in their propedy for other uses. • Joshua E Mohler. 26. of Almo. pleaded guilty
Friday to possesincluding a traternity house or a bed and breakfast. If the property
sion of drug paraphernalia and first-degree possession of a controlled substance (methamphetamine). He will be sentenced
V...1,11.1 annexed into the city, the use wouldn't be restncted
April 9
• Ihey need to understand this property is in the county.- Hines
said "We could put a goat farm there We could put mobile honies • The third-degree burglary charge that Zech Oswalt. 21, of
Murray, faced in an Oct. 15, 2006, incident was dismissed
there •
Monday without prejudice.
• Ronnie Harold Swift. 32. of Hazel. will appear in court again
Monday to either enter a plea in a 2006 drug case oi set a tnal
date. He was in court Friday with public defender Scoff West. He
is charged with manufactunng methamphetamine. first-degree
possession of controlled substance (cocaine), possession of
anhydrous ammonia in an unapproved container with the intent
"A Better Place To Store"
to manufacture meth. possession of manjuana, second-offense
possession of drug paraphernalia and first-degree persistent
felony offender The co-defendant in the case. Dwayne Martin.
48, of Hazel. also was in court Friday with public defender Amy
Roos. The judge will look at a motion to reduce his $75,000 cash
1475 121 N., Murray. KY
bond. Martin is scheduled for a pre-trial conference March 16.
(woes from National Guard Aritiary)
• Christopher D Swift. 22, of Murray, pleaded guilty Friday to 12
counts of second-degree forgery stemming from July 2006 inciFebruary FREE With 2 Mo. Paid Rent
dents in which he used another woman's checks at various busi5x10 to 10x30
nesses In a separate case. he pleaded guilty to theft by deception when he was in court from jail with his public defender Scott
West. In both cases. Swift will be sentenced March 26.
• Donald Younger. 39. of New Concord, is scheduled to stand
tnal May 1 for attempted murder of his girtfnend Cynthia
Stracener in April 2004.
—Information from court documents.

•Plans OK'd ...
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Murray Police Department
• Criminal mischief was reported at Murray-Calloway Transit
Authority at 7:53 a.m. Monday.
• A burglary was reported at 11.11 a.m. Monday at Pitman
Racing.
• A trash can was reported stolen from 1618-A Campbell St. at
3:09 p.m Monday.
• Criminal mischief was reported at 3:24 p.m. Monday at 412 S.
Ninth St
• Sara Woodard, 21. of Murray, was arrested for theft by unlawful taking less than $300 after a shoplifting complaint at Food
Giant at 5:11 p.m. Monday.
• The theft of mail at 2022 Gatesborough Circle was reported at
5:46 p.m. Monday.
• Extra patrol was requested after a burglary was reported at
12:04 p.m. Tuesday at 401-B Northwood
•A burglary was reported at the BP station on Main Street at 1:49
a.m. Wednesday.
Murray State University Police Department
• A caller from College Courts reported at 4:36 p.m. Monday a
camera missing fro a vehicle that was parked in front of thp apartment. A report was taken for theft by unlawful taking more than
$300
Calloway County Sheriff's Department
• A residence and camper on Wilkins Drive were reported burglarized at 10:24 a.m. Tuesday. A burglary case was opened.
• Extra patrol was requested after a theft was reported at 4:11
p.m Tuesday at a house being built.
• A theft case was opened after items were reported stolen from
an Almo Shiloh Road residence at 4:50 p.m. Tuesday.
• An injury crash was reported on Ky. 121 North at Airport Road
at 6:18 p.m. Tuesday Calloway County Fire-Rescue also
responded.
• An injury crash was reported at 8:47 p.m. Tuesday on U.S. 641
North near Auto Auction. CCFR and Murray Fire Department also
responded. Kentucky State Police handled the wreck.
Calloway County Fire-Rescue
• A mobile home on Post Oak Drive was on fire at 9:01 p.m/
Tuesday. Seventeen firefighters in four trucks responded. Thefire started in the back and was contained to two back rooms.
The rest of the trailer, which had been vacated two weeks earlier. received smoke damage.
— Information is obtained from reports, logs
and citations from various agencies.
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Fletcher pitches spending
initiatives to Senate panel
By BRUCE SCHREINER
Associated Press Wnter
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
Gov. Ernie Fletcher pitched his
spending initiatives to a friendly
Senate committee on Tuesday
and signaled a willingness to
negotiate how
much money
to immediately
put
toward
making
the
jobs of state
social workers
safer.
Fletcher
said one way
to
protect
Fletcher
social workers
that deserves quick action is to
provide neutral locations for
supervised visits between birth
parents and their abused or neglected children. It would amount
to a "minimal increment in
cost," he said.
The proposal is part of a
comprehensive bill stemming
from the death of western
Kentucky social worker Boni
Frederick, who was stabbed and
beaten when she took a 10month-old boy to his mother's
house for a visit near Henderson
last October.
-Had Boni Frederick had a
safe place of visitation, that
tragedy would not have
occurred," Fletcher told the
Senate Appropriations and
Revenue Committee.
Last week, a House panel
approved the legislation minus a
commitment for additional state
funds. The measure would allow
the Cbinet for Health and
Family Services to shift up to
$2.5 million in existing funds to
deal with "emergency safety
needs." A task force would offer
recommendations for possible
action by lawmakers next year.

Fletcher has criticized the include shoring up retirement
committee's unwillingness to systems for teachers and state
provide extra state funds.
employees, providing incentives
The original bill called for aimed at preserving two Ford
about $20 million over 16 plants in Louisville and making
months to add more than 300 vaccines available to protect
social services staffers, includ- against a sexually transmitted
ing 225 social workers, to the disP2se that can cause cervical
state payroll. It also proposed cancer.
equipping social workers with
Another project that Fletcher
two-way radios with panic but- emphasized
was $38 million in
tons.
capital improvements to help
Fletcher told the Senate
prepare the Kentucky Horse
panel on Tuesday that he was
Park to host the world's largest
willing to discuss the amount of
equestrian event in 2010. The
extra funding this year for social
worker safety aild what could money would pay for more
wait until next year when law- arena space, a new outdoor stamakers put together a new two- dium and better roads.
Last year, the General
year state budget.
"We'd be willing to say what Assembly spent $36 million on
can we ramp up and do with the a new indoor arena for the horse
technology, the safe places and park. Fletcher said Tuesday that
some of the additional help," the new round of money is
Fletcher said."Do we need it all needed to show current and
at this point? I think there's cer- potential corporate sponsors that
tainly some room for negotia- the state is committed to the
tion there."
event.
Meanwhile, the House
The governor said the event
Appropriations and Revenue offers a chance to "showcase
Committee approved a measure Kentucky like never before,"
Tuesday that would restore mil- and that delaying the extra fundlions of dollars worth of projects ing until next year could mean
that Fletcher slashed from the organizers will cut it close to get
budget last year. Under the pro- preparations done in time.
posal, about $370 million worth
"I'd hate to see this large
of projects would be restored,
event falter because we waited a
said House Speaker Jody
little too late," he said.
Richards. the bill's sponsor.
Sen. Tim Shaughnessy, DMost of the projects were at
questioned such
Louisville,
state universities, giving the
spending
priorities.
He said that
schools authority to issue bonds
while Fletcher wanted to spend
to pay for them.
"It's pretty much a straight- more money to let people
up bill putting back the projects "watch horses perform,- the
that the governor vetoed," University of Louisville was
underfunded in last year's budgRichards told the committee.
Fletcher, who is running for et.
re-election this year, received a
Associated Press writer Joe
warm welcome from the Senate
committee members. He touted Biesk in Frankfort, Ky., conhis spending proposals — which tributed to this report.
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In other business, the
Calloway County Sheriff's
Department reported earnings of
$230,628.21 on the net collection of $9,104,200 in various
taxes for 2006, according to the
department's year-end tax settlement and statement of income
filed by former Sheriff Larry
Roberts.
According to the report, the
department
collected
$1,843,525 in state taxes;
$1,649,475 in county taxes:
$3.686,533 in school taxes;
$360,337 in health taxes;
$456.160 in library taxes;
$55,624 in conservation taxes;
$161,286 in extension taxes;
$385,649 in fire district taxes;
$495,676 in jail taxes: $9,085 in
floodplain taxes; and $845 in
timber taxes. A total of
$8,873,645 was reported paid to
the treasurer.
The department reported total
income and gross receipts of
$1,289,987.84 with expenses
listed at $1,203,112. The departments net income (before allowing for sheriff's compensation)
for the year was reported at
$86,875. The sheriff's compensation was listed at $82,549. Net
income in excess of limitations,
payable to the county treasury
was reported at $4,326.
Roberts
nor
Neither
Calloway County Sheriff Bill
Marcum were present at the
meeting for comment to the
court. Magistrates Eddie Clyde

Hale, Connie Morgan, Bobby
Stubblefield and Johnny Gingles
approved the report subject to
audit on recommendation by
Elkins.
In other business, magistrates
authorized Elkins to negotiate
the best possible price on the
purchase of four new tractormowers for the Calloway
County Road Department from
RMT Mowers of Carthage,
Tenn.
A quorum of magistrates had
Feb. 6 to open bids with Jim
Hockaday of RMT the only bidder. Hockaday bid $220,800 for
the sale of four tractors with
attached 16-foot boom mowers
while allowing a trade-in value
on the department's existing
mowers of $43.800, bringing the
total price for the new mowers
to $177,000.
Pointing out the $10,000-plus
allowance for the older equipment.
Road
Department
Supervisor Jodie Brooks told the
court that he would recommend
the purchase.
"I think he's giving us a good
deal," Brooks said.
If approved, delivery is
expected for work on county
roadways by April 1.
In other business, the court:
— approved the closure of
about a quarter-mile of the north
end of Hopkins Short Road subject to state regulations regarding the closure of a public thoroughfare. The action came at the
request of Gary Allan, who is
planning to install a gravel wash
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KentuckvinBrief
Obama paying visit to
Louisville for fundraiser
LOUISVILLE, Ky.(AP) — U.S. Sen. Barack
Obama will be in Louisville this weekend to raise
funds for his Democratic presidential bid, his
campaign announced.
Because Kentucky's primary is in May when
Democrats and Republicans have all but decided
who will be their nominees, the state isn't usually
a high priority for presidential candidates.
"What we've been having at these events are
enormous crowds, and the purpose really is for
him to get out there and speak to as many people
as possible about his message of changing the way
business is done in Washington," Obama press
secretary Jen Psaki said Tuesday.
Obama, of Blinois, will attend a $25-a-ticket
fundraiser at a downtown hotel, his campaign
said. The main reason for the event is to get
Obarna's message out, Psaki said.
"I think it's something we want to make open
to as many people as possible," she said.

Instead of repealing runoff
election, lawmakers may
fund it
FRANKFORT, Ky.(AP) — Instead of eliminating the possibility of a runoff election after the
May gubernatorial primary, the state might help
local governments pay for the extra costs, a House
lawmaker said.
A proposal that would have eliminated the
runoff was temporarily shelved Tuesday by a
House elections panel after concerns were
expressed about changing the law mid-cycle.
"It does not hurt to slow down,take a look at it
and try to figure out where everybody is and
what's the best thing to do," said Rep. Rob
Wilkey, D-Scottsville.
Currently, there would be a runoff election if a
single candidate for governor does not get at least
40 percent of the vote in the May 22 primary. That
second primary contest would take place 35 days
after the votes are certified.
Seven Democrats and three Republicans are
seeking the gubernatorial nomination from their
parties.
County officials have urged state lawmakers to
delete the provision because of worries about how
much a runoff election would cost.

A military judge was expected to decide.
Wednesday whether Sgt. Paul E. Cortez plannett
the killings with three of his fellow soldiers and
whether he is guilty of premeditated murder, a.
crime that could get him life in a military prison.
In a plea agreement read in court Tuesday'
Cortez said he conspired with three other soldiery
— Pfc. Jesse V. Spielman, Spc. James P. Barka'
and Steven D. Green, who has since been dis- •
charged — to rape the girl, I4-year-old Abeer
Qassim al-Janabi.
According to the plea deal, Cortez, Spielman
and Barker illegally went into the home of the
girl's family in Mahmoudiya, and Cortez held hei _
while Barker raped her. While Cortez raped her:
Green shot and killed the girl's parents and
younger sister, the agreement said.
Cortez then acted as a lookout while Green
raped the girl, and Green shot her, the document
said. Cortez helped burn the girl's body and the.,
home, then burned his clothes.
Spielman threw the AK-47 used to kill the tam-,
ily in a canal, the deal said. Cortez also adtnitted •
to drinking whiskey before going to the home,.
which broke the Army's rules against drinking.
alcohol.

Ex-Cowboys cheerleader
plans to open cheerleading
hall of fame

AUSTIN (AP) — Texas, the home state of
some famous cheerleaders and infamous cheer,
leading scandals, might one day be home to a
cheerleading hall of fame.
An Austin-based sports marketing firm led by a
former Dallas Cowboys cheerleader announced
Monday that it plans to open a national cheerlead-,
ing hall of fame by the fall of 2008. Possible sites
include the Dallas area, Orlando, Ha., Kentucky
and Ohio.
"Cheerleading means so much to major
sports," said Cindy Villarreal-Hughes, the president of Proformance Sports Marketing and
Entertainment and a former Cowboys cheerleader'
and NFL cheerleading director. "The timing is
ripe fora Hall of Fame."
Famous cheerleaders with strong Texas ties"
include President Bush, at Phillips Academy in.
Andover, Mass., and Sen. Kay Bailey Hutchison'
at the University of Texas. At Texas A&M, Gov..
Rick Perry was a yell leader.
On the flip side, there was Wanda Holloway.
the Texas mom jailed for trying to hire a hit man
in 1991 to kill the mother of her daughter's cheerleading rival. More recently, the misadventures of a group of North Texas high school cheerleaders
last year led to the firing of a high school princi
FORT CAMPBELL. Ky.(AP) — A U.S. sol- pal and assistant principal.
Other sites are being considered "because thei
dier entered a guilty plea to rape and murder in the
are central cheerleading points of interest," said
death of a 14-year-old lraqi girl and her family last Shelby Bell, a Profonnance spokeswoman.
year.

Court to consider guilty
plea by soldier in Iraqi
deaths

Robert T. Williams, M.D.
announces the association of

CAGLE 8z BAILEY
ADULT HEALTH
Board Certified Family Nurse Practitioners
Providing carefor ages 12 and over

Providing services for:

Karen Bailey, ARNP

• Preventive Health Care
• Acute and Chronic Illness
• Women & Men's Health Screening
• Sports, School and DOT Physicals

er a e, ARNP

•Karen and Jennifer have over 25 years of combined experience caring
for patients in Murray, Ky.
• They are Board certified to treat patients and write prescriptions

eagle & Bailey Nr°4
NOW OPEN!
Walk-Ins Welcome

To schedule
appo:ntments call:

Adult Health

gip

270.'753.4616

Medical Arts Building • Suite 109 East • 300 South 8th St.• Murray, KY
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plant in the area.
"(This) is badly needed due
to the closing of the Welechs
plant," Ahart said in a letter to
the board. "The closing of this
of road will not affect the entering of anyone's property."
However a public forum has
been scheduled during the
court's next regularly scheduled
meeting in March for anyone to
opposed the closure. A notice
will be posted in the Murray
Ledger & Times and at least
three signs within one mile of
the area will also be posted.
County residents Jerry Brantley
and Joe Young were recommended by Elkins to inspect the
area to ensure state regulations
are enforced.
— approved Elkins appointment of Hillis Farris to the
641South Water District Board
of Directors to fill the unexpired
former
term
Hazel
of
Commissioner Linda Harding.
Elkins appointment of Steve
Owens to the Murray-Calloway
County Hospital Board of
Directors was also approved.
— approved the addition of
.09 of a mile of Mattie Lane in
District One as well as 0. 3 of a
mile of North Drive and 0.21 of
a mile of Cody Drive in District
Four into the county road maintenance system.
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The Greatest
Kentuckian

RUFF AND ILL PUT
AND ILL BUFF AND..

Ask any group of native Kentuckians this question and
they will usually round up the usual suspects. Who is the
greatest Kentuckian? I posed this question to students in
no History of Kentucky class just the other evening. I
suppose one's response to the question depends on how
,u define the term "great."
After all, the term has been attached
to only a handful of individuals in world
history: Alexander the Great. Peter the
Great, and no Kentuckians that I know
of, except, of course, Muhammad All, a
native Louisvillian, who proclaimed of
himself, "I am the greatest!" But I ask
this question from time to time to my
university students as well as to fourth
graders in public schools in western Ken
Home and tucky.
When I ask fourth graders the question. "Who is the greatest Kentuckian?"
By James
they invariably suggest
Daniel Boone.
Duane Bolin
Ledger & Times Abraham Lincoln, James Harrod, Isaac
Shelby. George Rogers Clark, and maybe
Columnist
Alben Barkley PWr are in western Kentucky. after all My university students
include these names as well, but sometimes add Henry
Clay and Harland Sanders. Don't laugh When I played on
a basketball team in the Philippines 25 years ago. Filipinos in Manila and Mendanao knew only two Kentucky
names when they found out that I hailed from the Bluegrass State's Colonel Sanders and Muhammad Ali. Ken-Let me get this straight. You've
tucky Fried Chic- ken had built restaurants in Manila and
Ali had lust fought Joe Frasier in "the Thrilla in Manila." des eloped a foolproof scheme to dip
matically reduce your taxes."
Somehow they knew that he had been born in Louisville.
"You got it. I've been working to
A common trait of the lists generated by my fourth
perfect it for a long time. hut. boy,
graders and university students is that they are composed
does it work."
of all males No women!
"Get to it then "
Only rarely does a Laura Clay or Madeleine McDowell
"In the old days, I dreamed of
Itreckinridge or Mary Todd Lincoln for the other evening,
getting rich. I started my own busi
Ashley Judd break into my students' lists of greatest
ness and worked my tail oft It was
h entuck rails Perhaps these male-dominated lists tell us
then
I learned I had silent partner,
more about our state and the written history of our state
"Silent partners''".
hail about the students who suggested the names.
-Yes, the local, state and federal
All I know is that the students have never heard of the
'nth v. ulna' that I might place at the top of the list I write governments They considered every
dollar of profit a dollar of taxable
Mc name. 1 inda Neville. on a chalkboard, and the silence
income. When I realized how much
in the classroom is stunning Fourth-grade laces scrunch
my taxes were. I nearly ate my
rp and in unison the students mouth the timeless question.
checkbook."
-Huh'"
And then I tell them about Linda Neville, some"But of course. When you were
* MC that I my self knew little about until my history proan employee, many taxes were hid
fessor it lend. 'Vont Appleton, told my. son Wesley and me
den front you. When you become
about her user dinner one evening.
self-employed, all those taxi's beca me
Butt n ii Lexington in Iti73, the daughter of a llniv ersipainfully visible
. ot Kcntut ky professor. Neville studied at home as a
"Precisely. My employ er had paid
Mid and then graduated from Bryn Mawr College. After
halt my Social Security and Medicare
, ollege shy learned of the dreaded eye disease, trachoma.
(axes. My employ er paid my work
his h aftli,
more than 33,000 residents of eastern Ken- ers' compensation,
health insurance
iii
s
and other benefits I had no i dea
Ne
learned that untreated trachoma caused blind that the total cost of employ mg time
I. es. so .tic devoted tier considerable energies and
was roughly 30 percent more than
csF tound the Kentucky Society to Prevent Blindmy salary "
ness and r" establish eleven clinics in mountain hollows
"At least 30 percent."
in eastern Kermit k .X decade before her death in a Lex"Now I know that Social Security.
moon mir,ing home in 1961. Neville saw the disease
and Medicare eat up IS
percent ot
eradicated. and the last of Nev ille's clinics, no longer
my income. Add in federal, state and
needed t losed
local taxes and my total rate is
One hole boy . ured of the disease and his sight
shocking. The income I earn beyond
restored w 'lied to thank his benefactor He had never
$31.000 is taxed at 44_67 percent
learned her /1.1111C. hut he wrote her a letter anyway and
addressed it to - Fhie Lady Who Helps Blind Children See. Income beyond S75.000 is taxed at
47.67 percent "
I exingion.
I.he postman apparently figured out
"Serves you right for being
that the !tiler w as meant tor Linda Nev ille because you
t an find it anione her papers in the University of Ken"Good one I never understood
n'i
tions today
spcs ial
why I Was punished for making
Helping t hildren sec' Not a had legacy for Linda
more. If I generated SI 00.000 in
Ni'. ill,,' a erert Kermit k ran by any measure

A clever tax scheme in the works
income, for instance,
the taxes I'd pay on
the first S50.000
ould he roughly
halt as much as on
the second $50.000.
The higher my
income, the higher
the percentage taken
by my "
"Silent partners?
What's
That's the breaks in
Funny? a progressive sysBy Tom
tem."
Purcell
"But why not
Syndicated
encourage people to
Columnist
earn more? Why not
a flat tax that
rewards hard work? Then people
work harder, earn more and pump
more back into the economy. The
economy booms and the government
gets higher receipts on lower tax
rates. It's not rocket science.- You're speaking common sense,
hut when did common sense ever
hay e anything to do with America's
tax
"Well, I got tired ol working
twice as hard to keep halt as much.
So I stopped working hard altogether.
I started working part time. My rev enue lell to half what it normally
was
"Half' That's no good."
"But it was great! I got an old
car and a cheaper place to live. I
spent more time at the park. I read
more books at the library. Life was
better than ever And then I got an
unexpected gift from my silent partners!"
"A 00"
"Yes, a tax refund, the first Id
gotten in years. Because my income

So

was down to half, my tax burden
dropped significantly. It was then
that I stumbled into my tax-reduction
scheme."
"Go on."
"According to The New York
Times, the top 20 percent of income
earners paid 67.1 percent of all federal taxes. But families in the bottom
40 percent paid no federal income
tax -- yet they still received money
back from the government."I'm listening."
"That's when it hit me. I'd
worked so hard for so many years. I
spent thousands on CPAs, trying to
minimize my taxes to a reasonable
amount. But the key to low taxes
was right under my nose all along:
just earn less!"
"Very clever"! know it's selfish of me to earn
less. I know it's bad for the economy and the government. But that is
what my silent partners have encouraged me to do. Democrats in Congress will surely raise taxes -they'll encourage me to work even
less"
"I hate to admit it. but your ideas
are oddly sensible. Where to from
here?"
"I'm still perfecting my scheme,
but next year I have big plans. My
goal is to earn nothing!"
"Nothing?"
"We all have our dreams."

lam Pun .ell is a humor tolumnist
nationally .syruhtwed exclusively by Cagle
Cartoons. For comments to Tom, e-mail
him at PurcellVcaglecartoons.com.
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WASHINGTON AP) --President Bush instructed
the nation's new spy chief
to focus on finding more
recruits with the language
skills and cultural background to collect information on al-Qaida and other
terrorist groups.
During a swearing-in
ceremony Tuesday at
Bolling Air Force •Base outside Washington for retired
Vice Adm. Mike McConnell
as the second director of
national intelligence. Bush
said the intelligence community still needs significant improvements more
than five years after the
Sept. 11. 2001, terrorist
attacks.
He charged McConnell.
who took his new post
several days ago, with better integrating the nation's
fi spy agencies. improving
information sharing among
those agencies and with
other officials throughout
government, and finding
better intelligence technologies. The president — and
later McConnell — also
focused on a persistent
weakness in American intelligence-gathering: a dearth
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of operatives who speak
critical languages, such as
Arabic or Farsi.
"The old policies have
hampered some commonsense reforms, such as hiring first- and second-generation Americans who possess native language skills,
cultural insights and a keen
understanding of the threats./
we face," McConnell said.
Speaking to 300 invited
guests at the DNI's office
at Bolling, Bush said:
"These are enormous challenges. and Mike
McConnell has the experience and the character and
the talent to meet them."
"This is an opportunity
and a privilege of a lifetime," said McConnell.
After taking the oath of
office from White House
chief of staff Joshua
Bolten, McConnell kissed
his wife, Terry. and shook
hands with a smiling Bush
To go after the facedpaced threat of terrorism.
McConnell said the government must start acquiring
new technologies and capabilities with the agility that
was seen during the Cold
War.

Yet terrorists, he said,
also are seizing on
advances in technology.
"The time needed to develop a terrorist plot, communicate it around the globe
and put it into motion has
been drastically reduced."
said McConnell. "The timeline is no longer a calendar. It is a watch."
McConnell's resume
includes nearly four
decade,s of work in the
intelligence community. He
heads an office created by.
Congress just over two
years ago to coordinate
national intelligence.
The office oversees
activities spread across 16
government agencies,
including the CIA. FBI.
National Security Agency
and Defense Intelligence
Agency.
But critics have questioned whether Congress
gave the post enough
power to adquately manage
the work of the highly
independent — and sometimes headstrong — organizations.
McConnell. 63. was first
commissioned as a Navy
line officer in 1967 and

served in Vietnam. He
gained renown as an intelligence briefer who could
skillfully present complex
national security matters to
military leaders and policymakers.
From 1990 to 1992.
covering the first Gulf
War, he was intelligence
officer for the Joint Chiefs
of Staff, serving then Joint
Chiefs Chairman Colin
Powell: From 1992 to
1996, he headed the
National Security Agency,
the world's largest codebreaking and eavesdropping
agency.
For the past decade he
has worked for Booz Allen
Hamilton Inc.. a large
defense and intelligence
consulting company with
sales of $3.7 billion worldwide in 2005. A specialist
in the subjects of cyber
security and critical infrastructure assurance, he has
been earning a salary of
almost $2 million a year.
The first director of
national intelligence, John
Negroponte. has been nominated to become deputy
secretary of the State
Department.
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Obituaries
Mrs. Mae Minton Perdue
Mrs. Mae Minton Pei due, hi, Cadiz, formerly of Murray, died
Monday, Feb. 19, 2007, at 10:33 a.m. at Christian Health Center,
Hopkinsville.
She was a music teacher and a musician for Lake Baztky State
Resort Park. She was a member of Cadiz United Methodist Church
where she had served as pianist, organist and choir director.
Preceding her in death were her husband, William Paul Perdue,
and two brothers, Hugh Gary Minton and Layton Minton. She was
the daughter of the late Willis Ennis Minton and Dorothy Mae
Alexander Minton Husk.
Survivors include two sons, Bill Perdue, Dacula, Ga., and Gary
Perdue, Lexington; one daughter, Mrs. Patsy Brandon,
Hopkinsville; one brother, John Dean Minton, Bowling Green; five
grandchildren; three great-grandchildren.
The funeral will be Thursday at 11 a.m. in the chapel of Goodwin
Funeral Home,Cadiz. Rev. Norman Ellis and Dr. Hilda Bentley will
officiate. Burial will follow in the East End Cemetery, Cadiz.
Visitation will be at the funeral home after 4 p.m. today
(Wednesday).
Expressions of sympathy may be made to Alzheimer's
Association, 3703 Taylorsville Rd., Suite 102, Louisville, KY 40220
or the American Heart Association, 240 Whittington Parkway,
Louisville, KY 40222.

Christopher J. Copeland
Christopher J. Copeland, 30, Ledbetter, died Monday, Feb. 19,
2007, at 7:31 a.m. in Livingston County.
He was a carpet and tile installer for Howard Floors. He was born
in Paducah.
Survivors include his wife, Mrs. Dianna Sturm; one daughter,
Jeanie Sturm, Ledbetter; his mother, Mrs. Roberta Carlene Boulnois
Copeland, Alexandria; his father, Johnny Copeland, Paducah; one
sister, Jodie Hooper, Benton; grandmother, Mrs. Naomi Copeland,
Paducah; several aunts, uncles, nieces and nephews.
The funeral will be Friday at 11 a.m. in the chapel of Milner and
On Funeral Home, Paducah. Burial will follow in the St. Henry's
Catholic Church Cemetery, Aurora. Visitation will be at the funeral
home after 5 p .m. Thursday.
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Merck suspends push
for cervical cancer
vaccine mandate
TRENTON. N.J. 1AP) - Merck & Co., bowing to pressure from parents and medical
groups, is immediately suspending its lobbying campaign to
persuade state legislatures to
mandate that adolescent girls get
the company's new vaccine
against cervical cancer as a
requirement for school attendance.
The drug maker, which
announced the change Tuesday,
had been criticized for quietlyfunding the campaign, via a
third party, to require 11- and
12-year-old girls get the threedose vaccine in order to attend
school.
Some had objected because
the vaccine protects against a
sexually transmitted disease,
human papilloma virus, which
causes cervical cancer. Vaccines
mandated for school attendance
usually are for diseases easily
spread through casual contact,
such as measles and mumps.
"Our goal is about cervical
cancer prevention and we want
to reach as many females as possible with Gardasil," Dr.
Richard M. Haupt, Merck's
medical director for vaccines,
told The Associated Press.
"We're concerned that our
role in supporting school
requirements is a distraction
from that goal, and as such have
suspended our lobbying efforts,"
Haupt said, adding the company
will continue providing information about the vaccine if
requested by government officials.
Merck launched Gardasil, the
first vaccine to prevent cervical
cancer, in June. It protects
against the two virus strains that
cause 70 percent of cervical cancer and two strains that cause
most genital warts.

Sales totaled $235 million
through the end of 2006, according to Merck.
Last month, the AP reported
that Merck was channeling
money for its state-mandate
campaign through Women in
Government, an advocacy group
made up of female state legislators across the country.
Conservative groups opposed
the campaign, saying it would
encourage premarital sex, and
parents' rights groups said it
interfered with their control over
their children.
Even two of the prominent
medical groups that supported
broad use of the vaccine, the
American
Academy
of
Pediatricians and the American
Family
Academy
of
questioned
Practitioners,
Merck's timing, Haupt said
Tuesday.
"They, along with some other
folks in the public health community, believe there needs to be
more time," he said, to ensure
government funding for the vaccine for uninsured girls is in
place and that families and government officials have enough
information about it.
Legislatures in roughly 20
states have introduced measures
that would mandate girls have
the vaccine to attend school, but
none has passed so far.
However,Texas Gov. Rick Perry
on Feb. 2 issued an executive
order requiring Texas girls
entering the sixth grade as of
2008 get the vaccinations, triggering protests from lawmakers
in that state.
Perry defended his order
Tuesday. a day after lawmakers
in Austin held a lengthy hearing
on the issue but failed to act on a
bill to override the order.
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5 Fort Ca pbell soldiers killed
in Afghanistan helicopter crash
FORT CAMPBELL, Ky.
(AP)— Five Fort Campbell soldiers were killed when a helicopter crashed in southeastern
Afghanistan, the Department of
Defense said Tuesday.
They were among eight
killed when the helicopter went
down Sunday. Fourteen people
on board survived the crash.
The crash remained under
investigation, though military
officials have said the twin-rotor
helicopter was not shot down. It
was the deadliest incident in
Afghanistan this year.
Robert J. Quinlan of Bradley
Beach, NJ., the father of the
pilot, Chief Warrant Officer
John A. Quinlan, 36, said a
memorial service was scheduled
today at Fort Campbell.
Quinlan said his son was
piloting the helicopter and
radioed shortly before the crash
that he had lost power. He had
planned to return home to
Tennessee next week to spend
his 37th birthday with his wife
AP
and three daughters, his father A U.S. military humvee guards the scene of a U.S. helicopter crash in the Shalloi district of
said.
Zabul province in southeastern Afghanistan Sunday. Eight American troops, including five from
The Fort Campbell soldiers
Campbell, were killed and 14 were wounded when the CH-47 Chinook helicopter, carrywere assigned to the 2nd Fort
Special ing 22 U.S. service members crashed.
Battalion,
160th
Operations Aviation Regiment
Hershel D. McCants Jr., 33, of 18, of Roseville, Calif., the assigned to the 24th Special
(Airborne) at the post, the
A. Defense Department said. They Tactics Squadron. Pope Air
Arizona; Sgt. Adam
.
Pentagon said. The unit, nickWilkinson, 23, of Fort Carson, were assigned to the 3rd Force Base, N.C.
named the "Night Stalkers,'
Ranger
The military said the CH-47
75th
Colo.; Spc. Travis R. Vaughn, Battalion,
specializes in low-level night
Chinook was carrying 22 U.S.
26, of Reinbeck, Iowa; and Spc. Regiment, Fort Henning, Ga.
flying in combat and rescue misDefense service members when it
the
Earlier,
Brandon D. Gordon, 21, of
sions, mostly in support of Army
Department said one airman was crashed in the Shahjoi district ot
Naples, Fla.
special forces troops.
Also killed were Pfcs. Ryan killed in the crash: Tech. Sgt. Zabul province.
The other four were identiC. Garbs. 20, of Edwardsville. Scott E. Duffman, 32, of
fied as Chief Warrant Officer
Ill., and Kristofer D.S. Thomas, Albuquerque, N.M. He was

Blair announces withdrawal of British troops
LONDON (AP) — Britain Minister Noun al-Malik' had woman in Lithuania said the said. Bush views Britain's troop
Baltic nation is "seriously con- cutbacks as "a sign of success"
will withdraw around 1,600 agreed to the plan.
Dependent on Iraqi capability sidering" withdrawing its 53 in Iraq, he said.
troops from Iraq in the "coining
"While the United Kingdom
months," aiming to cut its force Britain would draw down fur- troops from Iraq. Defense
to below 5,000 by late summer ther, "possibly to below 5.000' Ministry spokeswoman Ruta is maintaining a robust force in
if Iraqi forces can secure the once a base at Basra Palace is Apeitkyte told The Associated southern Iraq, we're pleased that
southern part of the country. transferred to Iraqi control in Press that the Baltic country was conditions in Basra have
considering not replacing the improved sufficiently that they
Prime Minister Tony Blair said late summer. Blair said.
"What all of this means is not contingent when its mission are able to transition more conthis morning.
trol to the Iraqis," Johndroe said
British troops will stay in that Basra is how we want it to ends in August.
Blair said "the situation in
Blair and President• Bush
Iraq until at least 2008 and work be. But it does mean that the
to secure the Iran-Iraq border next chapter in Basra's history talked by secure video link Basra is very different from
and maintain supply routes to can be written by Iraqis," Blair Tuesday about the proposals, Baghdad — there is no Sunni
U.S. and coalition troops in cen- said. Denmark also said U.S. National Security Council insurgency, no al-Qaida base.
tral Iraq, Blair told the House of Wednesday it will withdraw its spokesman Gordon Johndroe little Sunni on Shia violence."
Commons. "The actual reduc- 460-member contingent from
tion in forces will be from the southern Iraq by August. The
present 7,100 — itself down decision had been made with the
from over 9,000 two years ago Iraqi government and Britain,
John Deere, Husqvarna, Scag, Snapper, Ferris
and 40,000 at the time of the under whose command the
conflict — to roughly 5,500," Danish forces are serving near
Good thru March 15, 2007
Basra, Danish Prime Minister
Blair said.
He told lawmakers that Anders Fogh Rasmussen said.
"increasingly our role will be He added that Denmark would
support and training, and our replace the troops with surveilClean Air Fitter
All For Only
numbers Will be able to reduce lance helicopters and civilian
Check Firing
advisers.
accordingly."
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FUN & FASHION
By D.K. Kelley

The Community Education Council and
the 100 Best Communities team of Murray-Calloway County Community of Promise
will host Stephanie Reynolds, community
youth development coordinator in Frankfort, and T..11. Delahanty, 4-H extension specialist for 4-H youth development,on Thursday at 7:45 p.m. at the Career and Discovery Center on US 641 North, Murray.
Topics of discussion will be community
collaboration, state grants and youth councils. Citizens interested in the work at the
By Jo Burkeen state level for the youth and placing youth
as priority #1 in the community are urged
Community
to attend.
Editor
Those attending are requested to park
in the back of the building. For more information call Trish
Barton at 753-5856.
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Goshen plans service tonight
Photo provided
Kentucky COUn Of Appeals Judge Shea Nickell (center) recently announced the appointment
of his judicial office staff, including (from left) Jessica Hardison-Prince, paralegal/judicial secretary; Hon. Chad A. Kerley, staff attorney; and Hon. Carol Ullerich, staff attorney.
Club. She also volunteers as cah Gaseous Diffusion Plant. is currently active with the
a Paducah Ambassador and and is an active member of Purchase Players Community
selves on the Kentucky Agri- the Broadway Church of Christ Theater in Mayfield, and attends
culture Advisory Committee.
in Paducah. He resides with Sharon Baptist Church. She
Kerley
was
born
in his wife, the former Shauna resides in Mayfield with her
Nashyille, was raised
in Thomason. together with their husband. Brian Prince.
McCracken County and grad- daughter, Sydney Kerley. in
Judge Nickell was sworn in
uated twin Paducah Tilghman Paducah.
by Chief Judge Sara W. Combs
High School, David Lipscomb
Hardison-Prince is a native on Dec. 27, 2006, to serve an
University and the University of Graves County and gradu- eight-year term. lie stated that
it Kentucky College of Law
ated from Graves County High the hiring of Ullerich, Kerley
While completing his legal stud- School and Murray State L'ni- and Hardison-Prince enhances
ies, he served as an intern tor versity, where she obtained a his judicial office with the added
the Kentucky Supreme Court. bachelor of science degree in depth. breadth and quality of
working tor Justice J. William political science and complet- legal knowledge and experi-Bill- Gray es and ('hid l Jus- ed the Paralegal Studies pro- ence essential to ensure fair
tice Joseph L. Lambert
gram_
and accurate appellate review.
Upon graduation in 1999.
Beginning in 1997, she
District I. Division I of the
he served as an Assistant served in Mayfield for the late Kentucky Court of Appeals
McCracken County Attorney' Hon. Susan Mitchell Boeschel. encompasses 24 western Kenwhile building a private law
Since 1999 she served as para- tucky counties. including Allen.
practice Since 2000 he has legal/Judicial secretary to for- Ballard. Butler, Caldwell, Calengaged in the full-time gen- mer Kentucky Court of Appeals loway. Carlisle, Christian, CritCI al practice of law in the Pur- Judge Rick Johnson.
tenden, Edmonson. Fulton,
chase Area of western KenShe is a past president of Graves. Hickman. Hopkins.
tucky with his lather. the Hon
the Western Kentucky Parale- Logan, Livingston. Lyon, Mar1 V Kerley 11e formerly served gals organitation. and served shall, McCracken. McLean.
Ii Chairman ol the Citizens'
on the board of directors of Muhlenberg. Simpson. Todd.
\d‘isory Board tor the Padu- the May field Lions Club_ She Trigg and Webster.

Red Cross Blood Drive scheduled
By LARRY DOYLE
Blood Drives Chairman
Blood supplic, lcni.iuri Ills4
slice talk I )
4: 1% pc
Please take .1 less minutes oil
iron] your routine schedule and
•iiip by the Weak,
. Common'
Center In I iiuiiy nom 2 I I,
p in and donate a pint iit
Remember one pint can
,,t%e three lives, and your 4.1011.1
IHTI Kill give someone anoth.1 chance to use
I ur regional hospitals neeil
mil request oyer SOII units ot
Ii is] ea, h day trom the

Regional Red ( ross Center in
N.ashy tIle Oyer 18.000 pints
•it Hood are used daily in the
United States Please do all
you can to help maintain our
blood supply Only blood voluntarily gi yen may he used tor
transtusions
fo be eligible to give blood.
donors must he healthy, at least
17 years old or here is no
upper age limit). weigh at least
110 pounds. not have given
blood in the last 56 days and
show acceptable identification
such as drivers license or Red

Cross blood donor card. A
health review will be conducted by the Red Cross staff to
determine eligibility to give
blood. It diabetes or high blood
pressure is under control, you
are eligible to donate
Donor giveaway gifts will
he available !Or participants
and one does not have to he
present to win. Refreshments
will he served.
Another Red Cross Blood
Dnye will be Saturday. March
3, from II ant to 3 p.m. at
Kroger in Murray

Denham named to dean's semester list
NASHVILLE Tenn. - Julie
Diane Denham of Murray. Ky
heen trained to the dean's
•
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Jack's pot winners
Evelyn Rietdorf
Mary Burkeen
Charles Clayton

Betty Griffith
Sylvia Doores
Doris Rowland
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ment at Vanderbilt University.
Denham is the daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. John Denham of
Murray.
To qualify for the dean's
list in the Peabody College, a
student must receive grades
equivalent to a 3.5 or 4.0 scale
for the semester.
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list in the Peabody College of
education and human develop

Goshen United Methodist Church will have an Ash Wednesday service tonight at 7 at the church, located at 4727 Ky.
121 North.

First Christian plans service
. of Christ) at 111 North
First Christian Church (Disciples
Fifth Street will have an Ash Wednesday service tonight at 7
in the sanctuary.

CCHS volleyball team plans events
Calloway County High School Volball Team will have a
rebate night at Mr. Gatti's from 5 ". to closing on Thursday. Customers are asked to tell the cashier they are there to
support the team. CCHS Volleyball Boosters will meet at 6
p.m. Thursday at Mr. Gatti's. All parents and spring league
players are invited.

The name February is believed to have derived
from the name "Februa' taken from the Roman
'Festival of Purification'. The root 'februo' meaning to 'I purify by sacrifice'. As part of the seasonal
calendar February is the time of the 'Ice Moon'
according to Pagan beliefs, and the period
described as the 'Moon of the Dark Red Calf' by
Black Elk. February has also been known as
'Sprout-kale' by the Anglo-Saxons in relation to
the time the kale and cabbage was edible.
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Red Cross team plans promotion
Team ARC, made up of Calloway County Red Cross volunteers and staff will have rebate day all day Thursday at
Mugsy's Hideout. 410 Main St.

American Legion Post will meet
American Legion Post ff73 will meet Thursday at 7 p.m.
at the Chamber of Commerce conference room, located at 805
North 12th Street in front of Wal-Mart. The agenda will focus
on the interior design and ongoing plans for the new Legion
Hall and support of the Oratorical Contest winner. Anyone
with questions can call Post Commander Don Adcock at 2277939 or 489-2844. All members and Veterans are welcomed to
attend.

Tiger Softball team plans promotion
Murray High School Lady Tiger Softball Team will have a
rebate day Thursday from 11 a.m. to 9 p.m. at Sirloin Stockade. Customers are asked to give a copy of their receipt to
the cashier for the team to receive credit.

Open singing at Coldwater
Open singing will be Thursday at 6:30 p.m. at Coldwater
United Methodist Church. The public is invited.

Kirksey Ball Park plans sign-ups
Kirksey Ball Park will have sign-ups for the summer season on Friday from 5 to 7 p.m. and Saturday from 10 a.. to
2 p.m. at Kirksey United Methodist Church and Saturday from
S a.m. to 3 p.m. at First United Methodist Church. Murray.

Glory Bound event Friday
Glory Bound Christian Entertainment Ministry will be Friday from 7 to 9 p.m. in the fellowship hall of Goshen United Methodist Church. located at 4726 Ky. 121 North at Stella. Featured this week will be The Smith Family, The Gospel
Three and Kevin Crawford. There is no admission charge. but
items for Need Line will be accepted. For more information
call Joe Lawrence at 753-5643. Renee Taylor at 753-8124 or
Patrick Lea at 761-2666.

Reformers Unanimous to

meet

Reformers Unanimous, a Christ-centered addictions program.
meets each Friday from 7 to 9 p.m. at Eastwood Baptist
Church. For information or for a ride call 753-1834.

Shriners sponsor Bingo
Murray Shriners sponsor Bingo each Friday starting at 6:30
p.m. at the Shrine Club facility, Ky. 121 North, Murray. Proceeds help support many local and shrine charitable activities

Pleasure Cookers will meet

i.c.rOCk

.I

State leaders will be speakers
at CEA meeting on Thursday

Pleasure Cookers Homemakers Club will meet Thursday at
6:30 p.m. at the Calloway County Extension office. All interested persons are invited. For more information call 436-52132
or 293-6959.

CCASAP to meet Friday
Calloway County Alliance for Substance Abuse Prevention
will meet Friday at I p.m. at the Murray Board of Education
building on South 13th Street. Murray. All community members are invited, according to Dottie Kraemer. project director.

Compassionate Friends will meet
Compassionate Friends Support Group will meet Thursday
at 7:30 p.m. in pnvate dining room at Murray-Calloway County Hospital. .For more information contact Chaplain Kerry Lambert at 762-1274 or Hilda Bennett at 1-731-498-8324.

Temple Hill event on Friday
Temple Hill Lodge 276 of Free and Accepted Masons will
sponsor a chili supper on Friday from 6 to 8 p.m. at the lodge
hall on Ky. 464, east of Almo. The public is invited.
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A surprise anniversary dinner party was
given in honor of Glenn and Pattie Farthing at the Glendale Road Church of
Christ on Sunday, Feb. II. This was in
honor of their 49th wedding anniversary
as Mrs. Farthing had requested she did
not want a 50th anniversary celebration.
Hosting the event were their children,
Mr. and Mrs. Jim Ward of Poplar Bluff,
Mo., and Mr. and Mrs. Kent Farthing of
Paducah.
The couple met while they were attending Murray State University and were

Smith and Brueggert

Glenn and Patti Farthing in 2007

married Feb. 12, 1958. Mrs. Farthing is and Robyn, Megan and James Larnpley,
the daughter of the late Mr. and Mrs. all of Dickson, Tenn.; Pat and Sue ParkLassiter Hill of Hazel. Mr. Farthing is er, Metropolis, Ill.; Mendi Hydon, and
the son of the late Mr. and Mrs. Seldon Kent and Sandra. Dean and Miranda Farthing, all of Paducah.
Farthing of Sturgis.
Dana and Beverly Taylor, Tommy and
Attending were the following:
David and Cheryl Farthing, Sturgis: Anna Faye Taylor, Dwain and Mary Ruth
Kevin and Cindy, Buddy and Emma Fields. Taylor, John Dale, Bracie and Glenda
and Jim and Deanna, Kevin, Julie Ward, Knight, Hubert and Ann Barrow, Joe and
all of Poplar Bluff, Mo.; Ron and Wanetha Bonnie Raspberry, Max and Jo Farley,
Ebker, Lowell and Lois Beauchamp, Bill Bobby and Rose ,Spiceland and Bill and
and Doretha Lee and Margaret Ward, all Joan Stubblefield, all of Murray.
of St. Louis, Mo.; Paula Hill, and John

Kentucky Beauty Pageants will be held during June
(Cash prizes are founded by the sponsors and organizers of
This year Kentucky Beauty Pageants for young women of
contest. The final value of the cash prize will be announced
the
Kentucky.
of
residents
state
for
held
be
will
Heritage
Latina
in June. All awards will be presented during the festive coroBoth Miss & Teen divisions will be held in June of 2007.
This pageant is a gesture of honor towards the value, charm, nation of the winners.)
The Miss Kentucky Latina Heritage & Miss Teen Kentucky
and grace of Latin beauty and promotes the nobility of Latin
Latina Heritage beauty pageants are open to single, never marculture and tradition.
Miss Kentucky & Miss Teen Kentucky for young women ried candidates of Latin origin or nationality with a current
of Latina Heritage are based on the judgement of personality Kentucky residency, between the ages of 14 to 27. Kentucky
and attractive presentation of her grace, charm, and elegance. residency will be verified by Kentucky ID, Kentucky Driving
Points will be awarded by a judge panel and their decisions License or any other legal document proving permanent place
of living in Kentucky.
are final.
For more information, please. e-mail cabrera.denise@yahoo.com
The crown and title will be held by the winners. The winners will also have the opportunity to represent the State of or call Sra. Denise A. Cabrera at 646-924-6106 by April I
2007.
Kentucky nationwide.
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Jimmy and Marica Smith ot Benton, announce the engagement of their daughter, Brittney Lea Smith, to Mark Aaron
Brueggert. son of Larry and Shirley Brueggert of Golconda,
Miss Smith is the granddaughter of Keith and Marie Norsworthy and Peggy Wallace. all of Benton.
Mr. Brueggert is the grandson of Ned and June Jeffords and
Armand and Betty Brueggert, all of Golconda, Ill.
The bride-elect is a 2003 graduate of Marshall County High
School and West Kentucky Community and Technical College.
Paducah. She is employed at Briggs & Stratton, Murray.
The groom-elect is a 1998 graduate of Pope County High
School and a 2000 graduate of Institute of Electronic Technology, Paducah. He is employed by Jackson Purchase Medical
Associates. Paducah.
The wedding will be Saturday. March 17, 2007. at 2 p.m.
at Calvert City Church of Christ. Calvert City.
All relatives and friends are invited to attend.
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If you are a NEWCOMER to
Murray/Calloway County
Call BARBARA G. JACKSON
AT 753-8062 OR 293-4113

COMMUNITY GREETING SERVICE FOR
A SPECIAL WELCOME

We want to bring you gifts from many of our
business and professional people. It's their way of
saying. "We are glad you have moved to
Murray-Calloway County."
We have been welcoming NEWCOMERS
since 1946 almost 60 years!
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Country Music Entertainer

MARK CHESNUT
performing in Paris, Tennessee
at the
Krider Performing Arts Center

L

SATURDAY, FEBRUARY 24TH

25

_ General Admission

Tickets are available at Jack's Java, on the square in downtown Paris,
the Paris Henry County Chamber of Commerce. Hwy. 79 East,
and WMUF, 110 India Road.

For more information call Mary Lodge, Executive Director of the
Fo
Paris Henry County Arts Council,at(731)642-3955
or visit the Arts Council website www.phcarts.com
or contact her at phcartseginail,com
\Mr
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Sunday Lunch Will Now Include:
• 4 Meats
• A Variety of Vegetables
seri ed // a.m. - 2 p.111. 0111.1
Plus
• Pizza Buffet
• Pasta Buffet
• Salad Buffet
• Desserts
st

Id I I a.m. - N p.m.

Pagliaft
OPEN 7 DAN S A WEEK!

970 Chestnut Street • Murray • 753-2975
^
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Center to host series of events to
celebrate Women's History Month
Murray State t nisersity
Women's ('enter is hosting a
series of events during Women's
History Month in March as
part of its Celebrate Women program
The events and activities
will kick off with What Not
to Wear loan 7-8 p in. on
March 1 in the W rather Museum Auditorium The evem will
feature women and men of all
shapes and sizes discussing
what sty les 01 clothing best tit
their body types The program
is designed to encourage people to accept the way their
fi,,dies look and to reaffirm
that eNT Cr.)
, hod y is beautiful.
,t 'armies at Cart Will he held
loan 10 to a in -noon on March
ori the lawn it C.arr Health.
Piesenied iii cipnitniction with
the American Ifurnanc• Society
and then pet therapy program.
ihis CS eflt glees participants a
:harks. to pIJ w 1111 dogs.
I he Murray State music
.lepartnient will sponsor the
\thetia festival featuring OMt itsw.orkshops and clinics
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the Celebrate Women Lun- profession and service to the
cheon, held from noon-1:45 community.. Most recently,
p.m. on March 15 in the Cur- Thornton was recognized as
rts Center Large Ballroom. The one of the top 50 influential
theme for the luncheon is "Gen- people in Northeast Ohio.
erations of Women Moving
Associate Provost Dr. SanHistory Forward.- In addition dra Jordan will serve as emcee
to honoring those who have of the luncheon. NaQuita Olive,
made an impact on society, the a Murray State student, will
luncheon will also celebrate perform a poetry reading, and
the special women in the atten- Rebbie Edmonds, along with
dees lives.
other faculty and students, will
Keynote speaker for the provide musical entertainment.
luncheon is Dr. Jerry Sue Thorn- The Celebrate Women scholton. a Murray State alumna arship
recipient
will
be
who is now the president of announced, as well as the third
Cuyahoga Community College Margaret Simmons Female Athin Ohio. She began her career lete of the Year.
teaching at a junior high school
Tickets for the luncheon are
in Earlington. then at Murray
$12. Registration must he comHigh School and finally at Tripleted by March 7 by contactton College in River Grove. ing the Women's Center.
111.. where she berame Dean
Women's History Month
of Arts and Science,.
events will wrap up with the
In 1985, she became pres- show mg of the movie Ironident of Lakewood Communi- Jawed Angels at 7 p.m. on
ty College in White Bear Lake, March 26 in the ('urns ('enMinn., and continued in that ter Dieatre In the film, defiposition until transferring to ant young activists take the
Cuyahoga.
imen", suffrage movement
Thormon's educational back- by storm. putting their lives
ground includes a Ph.D. from At I isk to help American women
the University of Texas at win the right to vote. Hilary
Austin. Die Institute of Man- StAallk stars III this drama
agement and Lifelong EducaFor more intormattiin on the
tion, Harvard Graduate School act] tties held during Wornen's
of Education: honorary doctor
History Month and to register
ate, College (il St Catherine. tor the luncheon. contact the
and a master's degree and a Women's ( entet hycalling
bachelor's degree from Mur- 12701 ?ON 1141). entailing woniray State.
C111-111Cfla
state.edll or
She has received many
StOpplOF l
the office at Ion
awards and honors reflecting her
/rdv‘ii>
commitment to the education

Photos provided
SCHOLARSHIPS: Ahlam Yusuf, pianist, left photo, was first place winner in the sophomore
scholarship auditions, sponsored by the Music Department of the Murray Woman's Club.
Other scholarship recipients were,from left, right photo, Danielle Gosselin, soprano, Brad Jett,
bass/bantone, and Whitney Coyle, Bb clarinet, and not pictured is Emily WuchneG.bassoon. A
total of $1,000 in scholarship money is raised by the department each year through protects,
donations, and performances for community groups.

MSU student wins one of two awards
Stephanie Gana, Murray
State University student from
Glen Ellyn, Ill., was recently
recognized for her research by
The Kentucky Academy of Science with one of two 2(X)7
Marcia Athey Awards.
Her research proposal, -Taxonomic Status and Natural History of an Exceptionally Largeleafed Mulberry (Morus rubra:
Moraceaei in Western Kentucky.- was supervised by Dr.
Dayle Saar, assistant professor
in the department of biological sciences at MSU. A grant
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The Kentucky Academy of
Science is a non-profit organization with the goals of encouraging scientific research, promoting the diffusion of scientific knowledge and unifying the
scientific interests of the commonwealth of Kentucky.
The academy, established in
1914, is an affiliate of the AmerAssociation
for the
ican
Advancement of Science and
the National Association ot
Academies of Science.

New Beginnings hears
Walker and Falcon at
meeting on Saturday

low ay County that come nom
single parent families. headed
mostiv h women Statiqii.
k:hildrcti will h.o.c inure

Cqui

will be awarded to MSU in
support of Galla's research.
Christine Lattin, a student
at Eastern Kentucky University, was the other award recipient.
The Kentucky Academy of
Science Foundation has funds
available through the Marcia
Athey Fund for research in
science. The funds are for
research planned and conducted by students of Kentucky's
secondary schools, colleges and
universities under the supervision of a faculty member.

Photo provided
AMERICAN RED CROSS: Pictured is Tory Daughnty,
Calloway County Executive Director of American Red Cross.
accepting a donation from Tracy D McKinney, owner of
McKinney Insurance Services, Inc If your business is interested in making a donation, please contact the local
American Red Cross office at 753-1421

New Beginnings Support series titled, "The len Stupid
Group met Saturday for its Things That Christians Do to
regular meeting at Westside Mess Up Their Lives." The
Baptist Church.The meeting Scripture reading from I Peter
was opened with prayer, fol- 4 an 5 was by Mike Davis,
lowed by a potluck meal.
Teresa Perkins and Angel
41240 GI:
VD
o
bytij
tl
en_
ed, Davis.
41( God
..-rlsre workers were
nifer Rothschild, was viewed. Onic
and Lisa Houston.
Dan Walker told how he Twenty persons were in attenhad seen the fingerprints of dance.
God in his own life. A resiThe next meeting will be
dent of Murray. he also sang Saturday, March 3. These
and played harmonica and gui- meetings are open to the pubtar. Most of his presentations lic. For more information about
were his own musical cre- these meetings and this local
ations.
Jail/Prison Ministry call Ron
Patricia Falcon finished her and Linda Wright at 753-0156
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Openings For New Clients
Individual, Small Business & Farm Returns
Limited Openings • Call Now!

753-6069

Taxes by Joyce, Inc.
,im-7 pm

917 Coldwater Rd., Murray. KY 42071
All returns filed eiectronically:

TAN IN ANY BED
ONLY $10°
At LonoNs & SWIMINTAR

ON SA1.1DOOR PRIZUS & Gni:MAYS

EXPRESS TAN
Flours %Ion-F n 'am-10 pm • sat 9attr-7riar • Site 1/arn-bprn

654 N. 12th St. • 767-1831

PhoV,

Dan Walker performs at meeting

Zir/A Zmouncernen/
Nathan Jules
Childress
Mr. and Mrs. Shan Childress of Georgetown are the
parents of a son. Nathan Jules
Childress. born on Sunday. Jan.
28, 2007, at 5:57 p.m. at
Georgetown Community Hospital.
The baby weighed 6 pounds
7 ounces and measured 17 1/2
inches.
Grandparents are Faye Parrish and the late Edgar Childress of Almo and Andres and
Ciririla Abadies of Digos City,
Philippines.

Nathan Jules Childress

www.myespresstan.com

Murra)'s Source For The Most.
Lip-To-Date HomeFashioIL

Now Locations in Paris, TN & ,Vlayfield,

Bobbi is a beagle TOL
ternale adult

Salem is a domes& short hair
black, female adult
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ontai t

Murrav-Calloway County Animal Shelter
at(270)759-4141

Drapery • Specialty Rods • Custom Baetfirigm
.
Upholstery Design Service Available".
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Drugged driver bill being pushed

my of
organncour, prosciening the
corn-

Special to the Ledger
Drugged drivers are causing countless
accidents and threatening the lives of those
who drive on Kentucky roads, according to
County
Calloway
Attorney
David
Harrington, who prosecutes charges of driving under the influence in district court.
"A lot of effort has gone into educating
people about the dangers of
driving under the influence
of
said
alcohol,"
Harrington. "Bin what
many people don't know is
that driving under the influence of illegal drugs is an
incredibly,big problem in
Kentuckyf and we do not
have laws to adequately
address it."
Harrington
In the 2003 National
Survey on Drug Use and Health 2, an estimated 10.9 million people reported driving
under the influence of an illicit drug during
the prior year.
According to Harrington, Kentucky has
laws to address drivers who choose to drive
under the influence of alcohol. Anyone driv-

ing with a blood-alcohol content above .08
is presumed to be under the influence of
alcohol. "However, no laws in Kentucky
provide for a presumption of being under the
influence of drugs, which makes it extremely difficult to prosecute and punish those
who drive under the influence of drugs,"
Harrington said.
The Kentucky County Attorneys
Association, Inc., made up of county attorneys across the state, endorses Senate Bill
67, sponsored by Sen. Ray S. Jones II, DPikeville.
The bill states that drivers with traces of
illegal drugs, such as LSD, methamphetamines, cocaine and others, in their systems
are presumed to be under the influence of
those drugs and therefore guilty of DUIdriving under the influence.
"If people are forbidden by law from taking certain drugs, it should be illegal for
them to drive with those substances in their
systems," said Harrington.
In principle, Harrington likens this bill to
a law already on the books in Kentucky.
Kentucky law prohibits those under age 21
from drinking alcohol; therefore, any youth
who drives with a alcohol level of .02 is

guilty of DUI. Similarly, Kentucky law prohibits everyone from taking illegal drugs;
therefore, anyone who drives after consuming illegal drugs should be guilty of DUI,
according to Harrington.
Senate Bill 67 seeks to subjectdrugged
drivers to the same fines and punishments as
those who drink alcohol and drive.
"Kentucky's county attorneys want to
protect sober drivers from such dangers by
changing Kentucky law to reflect that drivers with traces of illegal drugs in their systems are presumed to be under the influence
of that drug," Harrington said.
Twelve states have laws that mention presumption of influence of drugged drivers:
Arizona, Georgia, Illinois, Indiana, Iowa,
Nevada,
Minnesota,
Michigan,
Pennsylvania, Rhode Island, Utah and
Wisconsin. In addition, two states have such
laws for drugged drivers under age 21:
North Carolina and South Dakota.
Those who would like to voice their opinions regarding Senate Bill 67 should contact
their local legislators, State Rep. Melvin
Henley and State Sen. Ken Winters and ask
them to support Senate Bill 67.
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Owensboro Fire Department training officer Chris Belcher, left, winces as firefighter Bobby Grant finds a pressure point below
his jaw line as members of the department take instruction in a restraint class at the Walter Freeman Fire Department Training
Center in Owensboro, Ky. Since Nov. 13, 2006, Owensboro firefighters have been first responders to medical emergencies.
which could potentially put them in unfamiliar territory. A patient, or stressed-out relatives or friends, can become unruly or combative because of a mental or medical condition, alcohol or drugs or a violent event, and responders need techniques to control the situations they will encounter.
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By DAVID BLACKBURN
MessengerOwensboro
Inquirer
OWENSBORO, Ky.(AP) —
Firefighters are used to assessing an emergency scene, then
moving quickly to put out a fire
or rescue someone.
13.
Nov.
since
But
Owensboro firefighters have
been first responders to medical
emergencies, which could
potentially put them in unfamiliar territory.
A patient, or stressed-out relatives or friends, can become
unruly or combative because of
a mental or medical condition.
alcohol or drugs or a violent
event.
To deal with the situations.
Owensboro police have trained
firefighters to pay attention to
their surroundings and how to
take verbal or, if need be. physical control of someone.
"They need to know how to
take care of themselves." said
Marian Cosgrove. a police
department defensive tactics
instructor and public information officer.
'They never know what situation they'll be walking into."
Cosgrove said at a recent session
with 13 firefighters at the fire
department's Walter L. Freeman
Training Center.
The twice-daily sessions are
part of continuing education
training to prepare firefighters
conditions,
atypical
for
Battalion Chief Steve Leonard
said.
"'This is a proactive, preventive measure," said Leonard. the
fire department's public information officer. "We're not out
here trying to hurt people. Our

No. 1 concern is providing resistance, such as hostile body
'language, loud speech, refusing
patient care."
fellow to make eye contact and ignorCosgrove. with
instructor Brian Crosley,empha- ing the responder or glaring at
the responder.
sized awareness and control.
Cosgrove also showed how
"Be aware of your surroundings at all times," Cosgrove said. to keep a safe distance from
"Don't assume you've got it all someone while assessing the situation and how to grasp somefigured out."
Potential situations can one's arm to safely guide them
include going to a bar or home to safety or treatment.
She and Crosley demonstratto treat a victim of violence,
treating someone with a head ed, then had firefighters practice
injury or dealing with a patient pressure point applications to
the arms,jaw and chest to those
having a diabetic emergency.
Patients in need of help may who are uncooperative.
The techniques create brief
resist, or, in a stressful atmosphere, their friends or family bursts of pain to get a person to
might try to interfere, Cosgrove comply and should be stopped
as soon as they do without givsaid.
She cited signs of potential ing up control of that person,
Cosgrove said.

Firefighter David Sublett said
he saw some of the training during a stint in the Army but not
the wrist locks shown for controlling noncompliant people.
"It's an intense pain. It hurts
real quick," Sublett said.
The police officers also
showed how to take down and
restrain noncompliant people
and to get out of striking range
and escape.
Responders at all times
should be giving concise commands in a firm voice, Cosgrove
said.
"'They need to know when to
get out, and call for help, and
know when they can control a
situation effectively," Crosley
said.
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Mardi Gras revelers
make statements
about Katrina efforts
NEW ORLEANS (AP) Mardi Gras spectators couldn't
miss the anger and frustration
Jeff Friedland and others feel
allout the slow pace of
it
tiumcane Katrina recovery
was the theme of their costumes
in the set out] Carmsal since the
51, 1111
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dressed as Insurame admsters
if OM hell
licihicr .aid hi. grant appli

cation was rejected because it
concluded that his $70.000
flood insurance payment should
have covered all the damage to
his home. But Bender said he
only got half of what he needed
to rebuild.
The annual free-for-all ended
at midnight when police on foot
or horseback — followed by
street sweepers — marched
down Bourbon Street declaring
Carnival over.
Bourbon Street was clean
again by 6:30 a.m., said Sidney
Torres IV, owner of SDT Waste
and Debris.
Far from the revelry, three
people were shot and one man
was stabbed to death in three
separate incidents. Police Supt.
Warren Riley said all three
attacks were still being investigated. but he said he doubted
any were related or had anything
to do with the celebrations.
"This is an urban city," Riley
said late Tuesday. "Until now,
things went extremely well.
with an estimated 700- to
8000X) people in the city over
the weekend."
The crowds appeared larger
than last year, when an estimated 700,000 people were in the
city for the final weekend and
Mardi Gras The city's 30.0M
hotel rooms were 95 percent
occupied, according to Fred
ti.oxsers. president of the
(;realer New Orleans Hotel &
Lodging Association.
On Tuesday morning, Mayor
Ray Nagm rode a horse down
St Charles Avenue. urging
tourists to spend money. "We
need the tax revenue had,- he
said
In addition to the political
vostumes, revelers' outfits
ranged from the glamorous to
the satirical. Five women
dressed as NASA astronauts
wearing diapers
Corinne Branigan. 40, wore a
brown T-shirt with the slogan
"New Orleans. Established
1 7 1 8. Re-established 8-29-05.-
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Beads are tossed at outstretched' hands during the Zulu
parade on Mardi Gras in New Orleans Tuesday

III Mayer concert ...
show s success.And the fans came. Pittman
a bigger show. tequinng I s said making hotel reservations
for some of the out-of-town
'ii ks
Among thiise workers was crew was a project. In addition
GoVertlITICIlt
to the concert. the Bull Blowout
\ ruder)!
ion President Scott occupied Murray State's Expo
\ s‘.c)r,
I bison He worked back stage Center.
With a concert seating capacmake sure people didn't go
supright at 7,000, Pittman said
ity
weren't
they
it
k there
more than 6,000 tickets were
to
We were complimented by sold. The lower level was
the people who were packed with the limited vacanins (id with the show about cies in the upper sections.
But Mayer's biggest fan had
professional and nice we
were ." Ellison said "By having a special seal. Simpson -- his
es cry thing go smoothly. it gives fellow pop star and more —
sthool a good reputation. stayed backstage. Pittman said
thus leading to more show the RSEC crew pretty much let
them keep to themselves after
iippirtunities
-StlA made sure that we tightening security a bit once
were well prepared and that we learning the day before the
Ass ommodated all their needs to show that Simpson would
gise them a comfortable expert- accompany Mayer.
"She took part in Murray
nit e here
'Rest Seats in the
State's
adviser
Ellison dubbed SGA
Jeanie Morgan and Campus House.- Pittman said. referring
Activities Board concert chair to the recliners used as a promoVi hitney Bush the "hardest tion to upgrades fans' seats durworkers and the two that ing basketball games. -We can
deserve the most credit for this thank Woodcrafters for that."
From Front
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LEDGER &TIMES
Murray State Wind
Ensemble/Jazz Ensemble
Concert is Friday at
Lovett Auditorium
The Murray State University
Symphonic Wind Ensemble and
Jazz Ensemble I will present
their first concert of the Spring
Term on Friday, February 23 at
7:00 pm in the Lovett
Auditorium. The concert, which
is in conjunction with the 60th
annual Quad-State Senior High
Band Festival, will feature as
International
the
soloist
Saxophone virtuoso, Chris
Vadala. "This is Chris' second
appearance in conjunction with
the Quad-State Festival," stated
Director of Bands and Orchestra
and coordinator of the festival
Dennis L. Johnson. "We were
extremely impressed with his
performances and clinics and
have been trying to get him back
for some time. He is a most
extraordinary artist and has
thrilled audiences all over the
world." Guest conductor for the
evening will be Timothy
Reynish. Mr. Reynish is a
International
Mitropoulos
Conducting Competition winner
and has conducted concerts with
the City of Birmingham
Symphony Orchestra, the Roual
Philharmonic
Liverpool
Orchestra, the Halle Orchestra,
the BBC Regional Orchestra
and the London Symphony. He
recently retired as director of
ensembles at the Royal Northern
College of Music in Manchester.
Wind
Symphonic
The
by
conducted
Ensemble,
Johnson, opens the concert with
"Nitro" by Frank Ticheli. The
work is as the title suggests, an
explosive composition that
never lets up. "It's a great concert opener", stated Johnson.
Saxophonist Chris Vadala
nextjoins the wind ensemble,on
stage to perform the virtuosic

Photo provided
Members of the Calloway County Middle School proudly display their second place overall trophy and Hume Sportsmanship Award from the recent District Governor's Cup competition.
Participating students were Luke Beam, Jesse Murdock, Darcy Stephenson, Taylor Grady,
Jackie Elder, Timothy Blaylock, Rebekah Elkins, Averee Fields, Shea Pierce, Lauren Benson,
Emily Crouse, Paige Paschall, Kristina Fricker, Megan Allbritten, Darian McCaJlister, Adam
Eckels, Caitlin Roe, Carinne Wilson and Abigail Bourland. Not pictured is Dominik Mikuichik,
Greg Wood, and Laken Mitchell. The CCMS Academic Team is coached by Scott Pile,
Whitney Pile, Susan Bucy, Brad Damall and Rose Elder.

Chris Vadala
work, "Feel of a Vision" based
on a composition by Chuck
Mangione. The work is a true
showcase for the saxophone and
demonstrates the skill of Vadala
in all ranges of the instrument.
A short encore entitled, "Le Vol
de la Mouche" follows that "displays some amazing technique"
noted Johnson.
Guest conductor Timothy
Reynish takes the podium next
to conduct the wind ensemble in
"Vranjanka". The work is by
the noted English composer,
Kenneth Hesketh and is loosely
based on a folk song from the
town by the same name in
Serbia. The work is part of a
series of commissions by Mr.
Reynish as a tribute to his son
who lost his life in 2000 during
a hiking incident in the
Pyranees. "It is a virtuosic work
that challenges the technique of
member,"
ensemble
each
observed Johnson.
Following a short intennis-

Timothy Reynish
sion, the Jazz Band I will take
the stage under the direction of
instructor of low brass and jazz,
Mr. Todd Hill. The Jazz Band
will perform three selections
with Vadala including, "Oliver"
by Jeff Tyzik, "Quintessence"
by Quincy Jones and "A Night
in Tunisia" by Dizzy Gillespie.
The Jazz Band will also perform
two jazz classics, "Milestones"
by Miles Davis and the popular
ballad,"Here's That Rainy Day"
by Johnny Burke. MSU Faculty
members Scott 'Mile and John
Hill will join the band for the
final number, "Emerald Eyes"
by Larry Kerchner.
Admission to the concert is
free however donations will be
accepted to help support the
Wind Ensemble's appearance in
Center
Kennedy
the
(Washington DC) in the Spring
of 08. Tbe public is encouraged
to attend for a great night of
music and an opportunity to
support the music department.

CCMS places second in competition
Second place quick-recall,
first place future problem solving, and multiple top finishers in
written assessment led Calloway
County Middle School to a second place overall finish at the
District 3 Middle School
Governor's Cup competition
held at Mayfield Middle School.
In the overall competition,
points are received for every top
finisher. Mayfield Middle finished first with 39 points.
Calloway County followed with
30.5 points. Murray Middle
finished third with 27 points and
Graves County fourth with 23.5
points
In quick-recall, the Lakers
lost to Mayfield in the first
round,but fought their way back
to the championship round to
face Mayfield again. After
defeating Mayfield once in the
final round, the Lakers lost their
last match against Mayfield to
finish in second place.
In written assessments, students test in Language Arts,

Fine Arts and Humanities,
Mathematics, Science, Social
Studies, and Composition.
Calloway placed six different
students in five events. In mathematics, Jackie Elder placed
McCollister
second. Darian
placed second in science followed by Taylor Grady with
fourth and Dominik Mikulcik
with fifth. Kristina Fricker
placed fourth in Social Studies.
In composition, Laken Mitchell
placed fifth. Jackie Elder was
the top finisher in Fine Arts and
Humanities.
Future Problem Solving is
team effort aimed at designing
solutions to future scenarios.
Darcy Stephenson, Caitlin Roe,
Shea Pierce, Jesse Murdock,
Megan Allbritten and Rebekah
Elkins tied for first in Future
Problem Solving with Murray
Middle School.
also
County
Calloway
Hume
the
received
for
Sportsmanship Award
sportsmanship during the whole

season and tournament. The
recipient of this award is chosen
by representatives of each team.
According to the Kentucky
Association for Academic
Competition, Governor's Cup
was founded in 1986 as a way to
promote, reward and recognize
outstanding academic achievement. Since then, Governor's
Cup has become the state's premier academic event, involving
over 20,000 students, nearly
1200 schools, and thousands of
coaches, administrators, parents
and community leaders who see
the rewards gained from encouraging academic performance
through properly structured and
professionally administered academic competition.
The Lakers will compete
next at the Regional competition
held at Lone Oak Middle. The
CCMS Academic Team is
coached by Scott Pile, Whitney
Pile, Susan Bucy, Brad Darnall,
and Rose Elder.

It's time for

Miss Spring
3pm)

Tues. -

es Side Salad

Dimitri's Chicken

Chicken breast wit:neon, mushrooms, cheese & honey mustard dressits

Continuing a 33-year tradition,
the Murray Ledger & Times is excited to begin
the selection process of Miss Spring 2007.
Senior girls from Murray & Calloway County
Schools who would like to be considered for
the honor must meet the following criteria:
•Senior girl from Murray High
or Calloway County High
•Current GPA of 3.0 or above
• Demonstrated leadership in both school
& community activities
•Submission of essay & photos
•Individual interview process(for finalists only)
Please see your principalfor application
packets detail or more information.
All information must be submitted to your principal
.
no later than Noon on Friday, March 2, 2007.

AY
LEDGER &TIMES
P.O. Box 1040 • 1001 Whitnell Avenue • Murray. Kentucky 42071
270.753.1916 • Fax: 270.753.1927 • e-mail: adstemurrayledger.com

Grilled Chicken Breast
Hawaiian Chicken

"toneless tenders marinated in special sweet sauce with pineappk.

S599

Chicken Tenders
Chopped Steak
Beef Kabob

Marinated in spices with onions. peppers & mushroom,

Classic Spaghetti
Fettuccini Alfredo

Noodles tossed with homemade parmesan cream sauce.

Cajun Alfredo
cken Parmigiana

$6

z. Ribeye

ALL DAY SPECIAL cruas.-sur4.
8 OZ SIRLOIN — *9.99
s

•

8 oz. with one side and salad.

HALF PRICE APPETIZE
Tuesdze;Thursday 6 p.m.-9
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Gift supports entrepreneurial studies chair
By JESSICA BYBEE
MSU ALUMNI AFFAIRS
Drs. Roberta and Don Miller
of Richmond. Va., through their
generous gifts, have enabled
Murray State Unisersity to
establish a chair tor entrepreneurial studies in the college ot
business and public affair.
Roberta is a 1962 graduate iit
MSL
Dr 1 im Judd. interim dean
ift the si liege it business and
public attairs. says. -I alit huitiired to tkelc011le the Millers to
the business college's theme (i1
entrepreneurialisin and to sincerely thank them tor [heti
tremendous gat tr establish a
tottl, 011 entrepreneurial edth
liii
Arid al i% ilk:, here at
\luti,ts
I he %liIier has e dedicated
their protessional careers to the
emelt( id higher educ a
•
in
title at ‘'ariderhilt
I 1ThistEN. in earl,. I 991/
a
lidd a spcclai
pl.'s., I
it turidIng rino.ersittes
vkotIong with the attorrie‘, iii
the It I. C
)11MCIII.
.11-101.11 II1C 1111pOnallt C 01

tug.. sass Roherti
B▪ eing the founder arid president
it her ssii company. Resoimes
liic . she understands the value
ol entrepreneurial thinking

- Ale world is becoming a
smaller place," says Todd, "and
with recent visits from key faculty and administrators to the
Pacific Rim, it is extremely clear
that the markets around the
world for entrepreneurial activity are ready and ripe."
Combined with the many
study abroad programs at MSU.
new opportunities in entrepreneunal studies will allow students to take their business s entures globally'. "Murray State
l•msersity's college ot business
and public affairs must, and will,
play a role in educating our students in entrepreneurialism, to
better prepare them tor the global Job market in years to conic.'
says 'fodd.
A. an alumna ot
Roberta kindly remembers all of
the teachers and librarians who
helped her to succeed at MS1:
Dr ,Nhce Ktieric,..ke, Roberta's
former home economics prolesiistal.,ed m contact with
het since she loft MS( Roberta
ticei forget the kindness
enc.Ice es pressed after the
passmg it het lather during her
fit:simian %CAI I tr koeneeke
ar15 esed rtie as a prOle11(11,
t ?CR.(' tie sy ilipathy with
strong understanding and lined
,• higher standards and
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Leather! Wheels. Loaded
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2004 CHEVY MALIBU MAXX LS
Local Trade. Power Everything!
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encouraged me to move onward
and upward," says Roberta.
Roberta, who earned her
bachelor's degree in home economics, received her doctoral
degree
in
education
at
Vanderbilt University and master's of library science degree
from Peabody College of
Vanderbilt University. She
received her medical librarianship from Emory University,
studied legal research at the
University of Richmond School
of Law and has taken courses in
Hebrew, Greek and Survey of
Bible.
Originally from Muhlenberg
C'ounty, Ky., she taught library
science at the University of
North Carolina-Chapel Hill,
University of Richmond and
Virginia
Commonwealth
University. From 1977-79, she
served as assistant Virginia state
librarian. Roberta holds numerous professional memberships,
and has served on the MSU
Foundation board of trustees.
She is published in numerous
academic and professional journals on topics related to entrepreneurship, education, and
medical and legal research
methods.
Resources Inc., the company
she founded in 1979, manages
libraries and offers literature
research services to hospitals.
law firms and other instittnions.
Don, a native of Roanoke,
a., received his bachelor's
degree in business administration from Virginia Tech and
holds a master's degree and doctoral degree in education from
Vanderbilt University.
He served as assistant secre-

tary of education for the
Commonwealth of Virginia in
the cabinets of Governors
Godwin, Holton and Dalton,
with responsibilities for computer services in Virginia universities.
His professional memberships include the institute for
Entrepreneurial Studies at
Vanderbilt University where he
lectures on entrepreneurship and
education. Both Roberta and
Don are currently enrolled in
postdoctoral studies in gerontology
at
the
Virginia
Commonwealth
University
Medical Center.
Don currently serves as CEO
and treasurer of Resources Inc.
The couple first met in 1966
at the University of Kentucky
while Roberta was a reference
librarian in the school of medicine. Just returning from her
round-the-world trip. Roberta
attended a dinner at her piano
teacher's home to show slides
from her trip. Also attending
was bachelor Don, invited guest
of the teacher's brother. Dr.
Charles Bertram. Don and
Roberta were mamed in 1968.
Today, the Millers enjoy traveling and are active members of
First Presbyterian Church in
Richmond where Roberta is a
church officer and Stephen
Minister. They have been on two
mission trips to Minsk. Belarus.
and continue to serve on the
mission team.
Community service is important to Roberta. She is a member
of various civic groups in the
Richmond area. including the
Tuckahoe Wonian's Club. Don
values his Virginia heritage. and

Drs. Roberta and Don Miller
serves as president of the rewarding to have leaders at
Virginia First Thanksgiving MSU moving forward with the
Festival Inc. at the Berkeley concept, and we eagerly await
Plantation on the James River.
positive outcomes from the varThe Millers are avid support- ious activities now planned."
ers of life-long learning. Their
For more information on this
passion and dedication to higher and other endowments, contact
education is enabling MSU to Bob Jackson. associate vice
continue in their standards of president of development and
excellence. The Millers remark, governmental relations, at
"Murray State University is 12701-809-3023 or toll free at 1
important to us as we endeavor 18771 28240933. or by email at
to expand our efforts in educa- bobjackson (c.t:' murraystate.edu.
tion and entrepreneurship. It is

Academic incentives in athletics vary between UK, UofL
1.11XINLiTON. Ky. 1API
Academic
incentives are a big part of athletic contracts
and they vary from school to school. Most of
the head coaches at the University of
Kentucky, however, don't have them.
For coaches at UK, academic incentives
are the exception. not the rule. They are
included in contracts of the basketball and
football coaches, yet 73 percent of UK's
head coaches don't have them, the
I.exington Herald-Leader reported.
UK Athletic Director Mitch Barnhart's
academic incentives are not laid out specifically, but are graded through a general performance bonus given directly by President
Lee I. Judd Jr
11 the t anversity of Louisville. however.
Athletic I hrecior Toni Junch's contract lists
seven different incentives for GP,' and graduation rate improvements.
K football coach Rich Brooks' original
tontract had 110 NITCCIIIC incentives about
keeping athIctes. grades up. His new one
does pros tde likento.es tor academic
progress and graduation rate. including
$25.000 it Me football team gets a (WA of
2.75 of better
Barnhart said he added those incentives
because it new requirements from the
Nt'AA over academic progress. Schools that
do not make sufficient academic progress
under the NCAA rules could lose athletic

hi /1.0 ',fill'
"There was 110 pellail!. More.- Barnhart
said.
That's true across the Olinlir>. says
Tennessee's Debby Jennings, associate athletic director for media relatiims
"Losing scholarships can really do sonic
damage. so they've got iii put a little of the
onus on the coac.C.
I .I.ie said -It's cry public, and the coach Is Inorc Ofldef tire than
they used to be
lunch's contract rellects the priorities of
Loft_ said President Jim Ramsey.
"We as an athletic program must be s0111Mated to the overall success of student athletes, most of whom will not play professionally," Ramsey said "We could do better
with our commitment to the academic performance ot our students."
Ramsey said he bases his oversight of
athletics trom what he learned working at
the University (il North Carolina. lie looks
at academics, fiscal management. integnty.
gender equity and competitiveness. "None
(it these is more important than the academic success of our athletes."
That's why lunch's contract is so
detailed about improving graduation rates
for athletes. He gets a sliding scale of incentives for improving graduation rates, then
also can be rewarded for improvement in

overall GPAs of student athletes.
At UK, volleyball Coach Craig Skinner
would get an extra month's salary if his team
has a 3.0 or better GPA and 90 percent of the
team meets annual NCAA satisfactory
progress requirements toward getting a
degree.
For meeting both of those academic standards. Tubby Smith, who will make close to
52 million in base pay this year, could earn
another $50,000. Women's basketball coach
Mickie DeMoss would get $110,(XX) for the
same thing.
On the other hand, UK baseball coach
John Cohen's contract doesn't have any academic or performance bonuses. Instead, he
will be awarded 10 percent of the increase in
ticket revenue for growth beyond the 2005
level.
"John's teams have always performed
well academically, and his area that he wants
to grow the most is the resources to help the
program succeed," Bamhart said.
Men's soccer coach Ian Collins, hired by
Barnhart in 2005, gets incentives for championships and ticket sales, but has no academic incentives, according to his contract.
That's in line with most other sports, which
feature a performance bonus for championships, but no incentive for better academics.
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2006 TOYOTA CAMRY LE
Auto, Power Windows. Locks. Keyless

Kentucky Customers
Save that tax on your trade!

Petty Motor Company's Specialty Pre-Owned Outlet!
MO NM

07 TOYOTA
Fl CRUISER
V6 Auto 1W0

2005 CHRYSLER PACIFICA
heels. Power Windows/Locks. Keyless
.

•
Rack Rack Rao,
TRD Wheels &
Exhaucr LOADED'

V6. Auto 18 Wheel,
Power Windows.
Locks Keyless

ONLY 3,600 MILES'
VOODOO BLUE!

4'30,988
•110.

srm•
2004 MAZDA TRIBUTE
VE. Auto Wheels Power Packa e

IA• ram*,

'IA,6111M16

06 VW BEETLE GLS CONVERTIBLE
Leather Auto
Brand New Tires

A• ;irtr411

20,988

2004 SATURN VUE AWD
V6 Auto Htd Seats 17 Wheels Loaded

04 LEXUS ES ?30
Black on Black Sunroof.
Leather. Loaded
S23.988

Hip CREDIT,

SLOW CREDIT?
We Can Help! Call Tim Jackson!

Over 305 New
05 HONDA ACCORD EX HYBRID
Leather V6 Auto LOADED
OVER 35 MPG
S22.988

ilAa MNalloi

03 LEXUS IS 300
Diamond White Auto
S2
SloIrocl.

270-472-2466
1-800-862-6526
•

0.988

ma NM"
ONLY 32K WILES
03 VW BEETLE GLS TURBO
Leather Sunroof Auto
S1
CD Chlmler LOADED

5.988
jrpEr7-7-v- 270-472-2466 • 1-800-862-6526
MOTOR COMPANY

HWY. 307 • FULTON, KY (EXIT 2 OFF PURCHASE PARKWAY)
'Pius TTL & $149 Doc Fee
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Tree ad Pe resprable
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State laws turbid discrimination in the sale, rental or elver
hung 01 real estate based on factors in addition to those pro-

DEADLINES
Monday
Sman Sarni
Tuesday
necinsmisy
Duro*/
Friday
Saturday

Mimes Laalyar & llemos Pair Noosimg AM Notice
All real estate adverimed hemin INewt*the Federal Fair
/lousing Act wfuch makes it illegal to advestoe any prelererre, !mutation or doanntnanon based cm race color. mhtoors sm. handicap, familial statue or nanceial ongin or
intention to make any auch preferences, hnutanons ix 10-

Frt. 11 am.
Fn. 11 un.
Yon 1 pm.
Mon. 5 ate
Wed I p.m.
T.11 ea.
Thur. 1 pm.

retied under terleral law
Ver will knovongli accept ins advertising tor real estate
which n nut in violation of the law All persons an herein
informed dim all dwelhngs advertised are available on an
Nue)opportunity basis
For further assistance with Fair
Housing Advertising requirements,
contact NM Courmd Rene P Milam.
Mir M8-100U
••••111.

CLASSIFIED AD RATES
0111
0110
0111
540
SN

IMO
0110
100
110
120
130
140
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165
100

Lag.flaskse
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Persoluils
Flowelel

Inn

190
200
210
220

Reemitele Waned
Lost And Found
Help Waggled
Posillso Walled
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270
2110
263

Cionlealle a Chance*
Business Opportunny
ElactrOn•Ca
Computer.
Appliance Parts
Sent To Buy
Antcles For Sete
Appitences
Homo Narelargs
Antiques
Lawn 4 Gorden

320
330
140
300
370
3110
390
410
425

Farm Equipment
Hemy Equipment
Sports Equipment
Firewood
Skeical
Mobile Harm Lots Fa. SON
Malan. Hanes For Saw
liable Horne For Rem
Weft Horns Lots For tent
Buena. Rentals
Apsnments For Flow

Room For Rent
1104asa For Rant
Stomp Renee
Commercial Property
Pets A Supplies
Livestock & Stappllina
Nebo See
Land For Rent or Leam

Riel Estate
Lai* Napery
Lots For See
Lots For Beni
Finns For See
Acreage
Homes For Ste
Illotorcycles 4 ATY's
Auto Pens
Sport Utility velecisa
Used Cars
vans
Used Trucks
Campers
Beets a Motors
Services Otero]
Free Column
Tobacco 6 Suppur

$825 Column inch,60% Discount 2nd Run,
40', Discount 3rd Run.
(Ail 3 Ado Must Run Within b Day Period ,
$3.35 per column inch extra for Monda (Sho 'us; Guide)
$815 First Day -20 words or less
Over 24) wp,rds $.5q cad)
AdditioitConsectinve uays: s.il per word per day.
$3.35 extra for
piper (Mon. Classifieds go into Shopping(Aude)
'13.00 extra for blind box ads.
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To Place Your Ad Call the Classified Department at 753-1916 ask for Jill Stephens or Julie Brown
orstop by our office at 1001 Whitnell Ave. — Office Hours: Monday-Friday 7:30 a.m.-5 p.m. • Fax: 753-1927
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WE NEED YOUR HELP!!!
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gerly await
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oil free at I
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ynn
tents at 495 Roberts Lane
were
destroyed by a fire on Sunday, Feb II,
2007. She greatly needs your help to
recover from this tragic event as she had
no insurance. Any donations or contributions would be greatly appreciated.
Donations can be sent directly to
Ms. Puckett at:
1158 Coles Campground Rd.
Murray, KY 42071
Other contributions please call
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NEWVAVE
COM M U NICAT1ONS

ESSENTIAL FUNCTIONS OF THE POSITION
Respond to customer service requests by prioritizing and dispatching service requests to available installation or service technicians; act as liaison
between technician and customer service
Contact customer to verify scheduled appointment date and time and
reschedule missed appointments
Record customer service calls into computer to provide accurate customer
service history in each customer account and record of service calls.
Maintain schedules of service outages, complete work orders, summary
reports and other record keeping schedules
Provide customer assistance to resolve service problems and avoid unnecessary service calls.

010

Perform other duties as requested by supervisor.

Lanai
Walks

Due to the
non-payment of
rent, a

PUBLIC AUCTION
will be held on
Saturday,
February 24 at
9AM.
AAA Mini Storage
1502 Diuguid Dr.
Units: 22, 23, 31.
107, 119

THE Western Dark
Fired Tobacco Growers
Association, located at
206 Maple Street in
Murray, Kentucky. will
take sealed bids on all
its furniture and equipment. The furniture and
equipment can be
viewed from 9AM until
12PM February 26
through
March
2.
Sealed bids must be
by 12PM
received
March 2nd. Bid sheets
may be picked up at
time of viewing. The
winning bidder will be
notified on Monday,
March 5. All furniture
and equipment must be
removed
from
the
building by Friday,
March 9.

GET THIS DU
AD FOR ONLY
MOO PER
MONTH
CALL 753-1916

totlivf•I4 5440
weddings/seniors
Since 1989

270-753-1001
THE Murray Ledger &
Times considers its
sources reliable, but
inaccuracies do occur.
Readers using this
information do so at
their own risk. Although
persons and companies mentioned herein
are believed to be reputable, The Murray
Ledger & Times, nor
any of its employees
accept any responsibility whatsoever for their
activities.

PREFERRED QUALIFICATIONS
Ability to prioritize and organize effectively.
Ability to reach with hands and arms, to bend, to talk and hear, and to read
and use a computer.
Ability to read, write and speak the English language to communicate with
employees, customers, suppliers, in person, on the phone, and by written
communications in a clear, straight-forward, and professional manner.
Ability to use personal computer and software applications (i.e., Word,
Excel, Spreadsheet, Billing Systems)
Ability to use, handle and manipulate objects such as paper, pencils, keyboards, and mouse.
Ability to utilize dispatching equipment such as telephone. pagers, mobile
radio.
Ability to read general system layouts from blue prints.
Ability to work independently.
Ability to work seated for prolonged periods of time.
Knowledge and ability to use the following office equipment: computer,
telephone, copier, fax, calculator, and stapler
Knowledge of basic mathematics.
Submit cover letter, resume and three professional references to:
NewWave Communications
Attn: Kimberly Hooker
*1 Montgomery Plaza, 4th Floor - Sikeston, MO 63801
Email K hooker SI newwavecom.com
Fax to: 573-472-9502

060
Hip Wanted
AVON: choose your
hours & your income.
We have benefits.
JOIN TODAY and get a
FREE GIFT. 1-888570-6498 or 270-7613878
BRITTHAVEN
of
Benton is currently
accepting applications
for the following position: Part-time RN. We
offer
competitive
wages and an excellent
benefit package. Must
be licensed in the State
of Kentucky. Apply in
person at Brrtthaven of
Benton
2607 Main
Street Hwy 641 S
Benton, KY 42025
EOE/AAE NO PHONE
CALLS PLEASE

DAYS Inn Now hiring
housekeepers. Apply in
person 8:00 am.- 3:00
517 S. 12th
p.m
Street

Sales Coordinator
Homes, a leader in the
Fleetwood
Manufactunng Housing Industry is seeking a
professional. goal-onented. team minded individual to Join our sales team. Position supports
local Account Sales Managers with quotes and
order entry. creates marketing reports, orders
point of sales matenals. wntes and updates
floor plan literature, creates inventory reports.
and generates reports to assist Sales learn in
meeting goals and objectives. Qualified candidate must have High School Diploma. but prefer a Bachelor's or Associate Degree, a high
commitment for customer satisfaction and
accuracy, excellent verbal/wntten communication skills, computer literacy with knowledge
of a variety of software packages. and the ability to manage retailer and customer relations.
Position offers competitive compensation and
benefit package based on qualifications To
apply, send resume and salary history to
Fleetwood Homes of Ky.. Attn. Randy
Kuhens. Sales Manager. PO. Box 430,
Benton. Ky 42025

EOE
Closing date: 02/28/07

060

RERABtAMERICA
We have positions available for licensed therapists in Puryear, TN. This is an exciting job
opportunity for therapists seeking PRN or
part-time employment, with the potential to
advance to full-time in the future.

What can Rehab America, LLC offer you?
• Travel time
• Licensure reimbursement
• Flexible Schedules
• Opportunity for full-time benefits
• We will help you obtain a Tennessee
License if you do not already have one and
pay for any expenses incurred.

WE CURRENTLY HAVE
POSITIONS AVAILABLE FOR:
• Physical Therapists/Physical Therapy
Assistants
• Occupational Therapists/Occupational
Therapy Assistants
• Speech-Language Pathologists
For More Information. Please Contact
Ashley Dunn. Executive Director
270-559-6120 or
E-mail your resume to.
ashleyd@rehabamencallc.com

IMMEDIATE OPENINGS EXIST
Two full time entry kvel positions are available for qualtl tc,"
professronals to work with families and their children
Pennink Allied Corwin:up. Services. Inc is accepting
resumes for the positron of In-Horne Worker with our Fond,
Preservation ProilTIM in OW Mayfield office The applicant
moo he a warn player have excellent communication skills
willing to work a flexible unedule knowledge at connnunits
resources and have the &Mho, to make well infomed
decisions independerith Training will be provided
interested applicants who hold a Bachelor's Degree in
Soc.al Wort Psychology, Sociology or related field
are invited in send their resumes by Wed Feb 2Rth. 200,t.
'In- Home Mutton•
ch, Mr John Tedder. Executive Dream
Pe:myrtle Allied community Services. Inc
Family Preieron Propem
PO Rol 549
Hopkiarville. Ks 42241 -0549
PACK be. b.
"RI FlowiOPPIrelwilY EmOrter"

Articles
For Sate
DO you love working
with kids?
Wee Care Enterprises
may be lust the place
for you!
Apply at
Martial Arts America
1413 Olive Blvd
Murray, KY 42071
(270)753-6111

J08 SUMMARY
Under general supervision, responsible for relaying and recording information to field personnel via radio telephone or other form of communications

General Practice ill Lass Ins

150

Hap Wanbd

Dispatcher positions needed for Fast-Telecommunications Company. Fulltime Position located in Murray, KY_

STEVE VIDMER

demic Stan'Ike close to
could earn
,!tball coach
(XX) for the

060

DISPATCHER

cul

VISA

Hap Walk
BRITTHAVEN
Benton is currently
accepting applications
for the following positions: Full-time LPN.
We offer competitive
wages and an excellent
benefit package Must
be licensed in the State
of Kentucky_ Apply in
person at Bnithaven of
Benton 2607 Main
Street Hwy 641 S
Benton, KY 42025
EOE/AAE NO PHONE
CALLS PLEASE
Cabinet
CUSTOM
shop is seeking qualiindividuals
fied
Applicants must be
honest, dependable
and able to lift heavy
oblects. Woodworking
knowledge preferred
but will train
270-759-9672
DIGITAL
Pnnter
Operator needed for
2nd shift with a growing
small business. 30
hours per week to start
with expected increase
to 40 hours per week.
This is a full-time position with benefits. 4PM10PM Monday through
Friday
with
some
weekends Computer
experience required
Send resume and letter
of
application
to
Automated Direct Mail,
1410 North 12th St.,
Suite G. Murray, KY
42071.
JANITORIAL/HOUSEposition
KEEPING
available. Full time with
benefits. Call
270-444-6472

ELEVATOR MAINTENANCE TECHNICIAN
A. Full-time, benefits.
High school graduate,
five years in the elevator trade and/or electronics, electrical, or
mechanical experience
required. Must have
valid driver's license.
Click on "Employmenr
a
www.murraystate.edu
for additional information. Salary $10.79 per
hour Apply at: Human
Resources,
Murray
State University, 404
Sparks Hall, Murray,
KY
42071-3312.
Women(minorities
encouraged to apply.
AA
M/F/D,
EEO,
employer.

EMPLOYMENT
Specialist
needed for individuals
with disabilities in
Marshall County and
surrounding counties
Responsibilities
include case management, marketing, and
lob training. Bachelor
Degree and/or experience preferred. Please
submit resume to
Easter Seals West
Kentucky Employment
Connections 801 North
29th Street Paducah,
KY 42001
Fax (2701444-0655
Foster Parents
Needed. $35/day to
help a child in need
with excellent foster
parent support. 24
hour chsis intervention,
and weekly in home
support. Call NECCO
at 866-306-3226 or
270-898-1293.

SALES AND
MARKETING
DIRECTOR
Marketing degree preferred, must be knowledgeable in golf.
Microsoft Word,
Powerpoint, Excel and
Internet. Salary negotiable based on technical education and lob
expenence. Fax
resume to: (731)6441386 or call (731)7070539 for lob interview

Sales Manager
Field TrainerTrainee
for our W.
Kentucky Region
Must be a leader
who can
communicate well
with others
Excellent
compensation plan
For confidential
interview, call
Mason at
1-618-789-1805
SKYLINE
Communications is
now accepting applications for cabling technicians. Must be 21
years old, have valid
driver's license & willing to travel. No experience necessary.
Benefits available.
270-227-0396, 270293-6390. if no answer
leave message
090
Domes& 8CNklcare
CLEANING houses is
my
business. Cal
Linda H. 759-9553

111211

USIfle118
Opportunity

FLOWER shop inventory
&
fixtures
Everything from silks to
walk-in cooler Serious
inquiries call
270-293-9294

ANTIQUES, Call Larry
753-3633

Part-time, will train.
Murray Sewing Center.
Bel-air Shopping
Center 759-8400

CASH paid for
good, used guns
Benson Sporting
Goods. 519 S. 12th,
Murray.

REWARDING Career
Opportunity.
Professional sales
position with excellent
income potential for a
self-motivated. hardworking learn player.
Excellent fringe benefits. Complete training
provided. Bring
resume to Fleming
Furniture. 3060 Hwy.
641N. Murray, KY
42071.

Need to place
an ad?
Call us we
t4,1 I be
glad to help.

Murray Ledger
fi Times
270-753-1916

FREE
DISH Network 4-room
Satellite
system
Amenca's Top 60 channels
for
only
$19 99/mo Get your
choice
of
HBO,
Cinemax, Starz, or
Showtime FREE for 3
months. FREE DVR or
HD upgrade Beasley
Antenna & Satellite.
759-0901
HD Televisions
Come
by Olympic
Plaza, Murray to see
our large selection of
HD
Televisions,
Plasma, LCD, DLP, &
CRTs. Brands
by:
Toshiba, Sony, LG.
Zenith, & JVC. We also
have a large selection
of entertainment centers & TV carts.
Beasley TV 759-0901

Calloway County
Pictorial History
Family History
Books

2 brand new mobile
homes on lots, movein ready, Almo area,
(1) 60x28 ft. doublewide,(1) 76x16 singlewmde. Call (270)
293-5914
2006 MODEL CLOSEOUT!!! SWs & DWslIf
These home have go
go!!,
to
Prices
731-584slashedIll
9109
2BR on 1/2 acre
fenced in lot 3-1/2
miles
from
town.
$11,500 753-6012
'98 Chandelur 16x80
4BR 2BA, all appli
ances. C/H/A, factory
fireplace and stereo.
Very clean. $18,500:
Will rent lot to the night
person. 227-3515
AWESOME 5BR 3B,A;
wrth huge living room &
kitchen!' Price reduced
to sell!! Call now!! 731584-9429
GOT LAND? ZERO
DOWN!! Bring your
deed & pick out your
home today!!! Owner
financingll 731-5849430
Mobile Horne Lots For Rent
$110 per month. Newe
homes only. 492-8488

759-4938
753-2350

320
Apistimmts For Rent

JET 3 Ultra power
chair. Almost new! We
also have other mobility power chairs and
scooters in stock at
reasonable
prices.
$400
to
$2,000.
(270)753-7113

1 & 2 bdr apts. No pets
Leave a message 270753-1970
1 OR 2br apts near
downtown
Murray
starting al $200/mo.
753-4109

U.S. Silver dollars and
silver certificates. Must
sell 293-6999

1BR IBA 1-12 blocks
from MSU $195 plus
deposit
No
pets
References required.
759-0632 after 5

Premier
walk-in bath
6 months old
$3,000 OBO
Paid $6,700
489-2145

1BR apartment_ All
appliances furnished
including washer and
dryer. Available now.
$295 plus deposit Pets
allowed with additional
deposrt. 759-8780
1BR apt Partial utilities $215 plus deposit
753-2934

MCGEE Pest Control
is looking for neat,
clean cut, hard working, healthy, self-motivated individuals
Experience not
required. Good salary
plus commissions.
Excellent benefits.
Apply it 1302 N. 12th
St. 9100a.m.-3:00 p.m.
M-F No phone calls.

RANDY Thomton Co..
Inc established in 1937
seeking Service
Technicians.
Minimum 3 years
experience in commercial & residential
HVAC. Tools required.
Excellent salary, benefits and retirement
package. Send
resume to 802
Chestnut
St. Murray. KY 42071

CINGULAR ceii
phones
Direct TV & Dish
Network Satellite TV
Local people, cornpetitve prices Wood
Electronics Court
Square
Murray 753-0530

MDM COMPUTERS
A. Certified Technician
Service/ repairs
759.3556
140

LARGE
SELECTIONSELECTION
USED APPLIANCES
WARD ELKINS
On lie Square Murray

Motto Buy

GOOD used refrigerators, electric ranges.
gas heaters, air conditioners,
baseboard
heaters. Used carpeting. 753-4109
JUNK cars & trucks
Call Larry 753-3633
WASTE oil wanted:
Will pick up
Drum exchange.
Miller D. Farms LLC
(270)436-2215

Aides
For Sala
15" saddle Six months
old, $375
270-227-9827
92 Cougar, V-8, tech,
sun-roof, new transmission, NC, tires,
ioaded $2.575 080
Washer 753-4109
ANTIQUE
Miessner
upright piano with
bench. Excellent conditioe. $300.
270-354-9082

(270)753-1713
160
Homo Furnishings
AMERICAN Drew oak
queen bed w/Seahi
mattress, dresser/mirror, armoire. nightstand- $775/set; pine
Queen sleigh bed
w/Jamison mattress.
dresser/mirror$375/set: Kenmore
electric stove- $50:
RCA 26" console TV
$40. 489-2346

ANTIQUE bedbed for sale.
$650 270-227-9827
190
Ferro Equipment
42" Pony with cart
2006 Case IH 0-40
2006 Bush Hog Loader
2006 Bush Hog 72'
cutter 2006 Bush Hog
72" tiller 270-753-5959
210
Firewood
FIREWOOD for sale
$50 a nck delivered
436-2619

CINDERELLA
prom
dresses. 1 size 4 yellow, 1 size 8 blue $150
each. 270-492-8614

1971 2 BR 12x50 with
attached carport and
screened in front
porch $2.500 OBO
753-9441

ENCLOSED trailer.
7x14, ramp door
$3.750 753-1816

1995 16x80 38R 28A
Must
be
moved
$16,000 753 5998

1BR near MSU, other
locations available.
appliances Coleman
RE 753-9898
2BR apartments available. Great location, i
year lease. 1 month
deposit. no pets. 7532905
2BR duplex, nice,
C/1-1/A, appliances furnished. Venous locations. Coleman RE
753-9898
2BR near MSU, C/H/A.,
appliances. Coleman
RE 753-9898
4BR 2BA, all appli;
ances. central H/A. AsA
about move-in free
days. Coleman RE
753-9898
HAZEL Apartments
Now taking applications for 1 & 2br units.
Rent based on
income. Mobility
impairment accessible.
Phone: 492-8721 Mon
& Thurs 10-12am,
TOO No. 1-800-6486056. Equal Housing
Opportunrty,
LIKE new. 1BR apt, a/
appliances, Brooklyn
Dr 270-435-4382 or
leave message.
LIVE Oak Apts.
Newly Remodeled
1BR $29000
28R $34000
3BR $42500
$100 deposit special
for qualified applicants
Office hours 8-2
Mon-Fri
Call today for appointment
753-8221
UNFURNISHED 1 -BR.
close to campus, ideal
for one person, no
pets available January
3rd 753 5980

CLASSIFIEDS

411 • Wednesday, February 21, 2007

ABSOLUTE ESTATE AUCTION

For Sas

SATURDAY,FEBRUARY 24, 2007
10:00 A.M. RAIN OR SHINE

An Real Estate advertised in the newspaper
5 subrect to the
Federal Fair Housing
Act of 1968. as amended. which makes it illegal to advertise any
preference limitation
or discrimination base,
on race. Color retigior
sex, or national orkk
Or an intention to mak.any such preference
limitation or cliscrin
nation This newspape
will not knowingly
accept any advertising
for real estate which is
in violation of the law
Our readers arelliereby
informed
that
all
dwellings advertised in
this newspaper are
available on an equal
opportunity basis'

kt the house of the late Leonard N. Carlson, 1512 Kirkwood Ur.,
Murray, K1 lake 16th Street South to tfdrkwood Dr. Signs Posted.
FOAL ESTATE
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35 Acres Wo 1/2 mile of
rd front on the corner
of hwy 80 & 1346 87
miles from 641 & 4
miles from Kenlake
Call 753-1323 ext. 120

FORECLOSURE! 3/3R
only $19,765 For listings 800-560-1951 ext
S020
FSBO
4 BR. 2 5 Bath
1553 Oxford Dr
793 4183 759 '506
I MM EDI ATI
DEBT RELII I
rwivill bit% tit,
oi t.11.4. Iii
t. all
ask for Kristin
READY to move in
new construction
under $200.000. 3 bdr,
2 bath, covered front
porch, great neighborhood We have other
properties also, call
today 293-0139

2006 Yamaha Road
Star Warrior Midnight
black edition. 460
miles, like new
753-6773 after 5

for details

I

have buyers

for hunt-

ing land
Cell Larry Newton
Campbell Realty
t270)978-1172

2005 Polaris
Sportsman 500 Very
low miles excellent
conddion 293-3361
490
teK Cars

Murray Ledger & Times

Bide
2005 Dodge 1500. 46r
LWB, 60K, Mt, cruise
CD, tow package. Like
new. $14,000 OBO.
293-6814
03 Dodge Ram, white
2-dr. LWB. auto, power
steenng-brakes, 39k,
$8,500. (270)435-4305
FOR SALE
2002 6AK
Sistra 1500 4x4
Extended Cab
SLE Z7I
56,000 miles,
St engine.
burgundy. fully
loaded. new tires.
CD player
Call 753-7952
after 5:30 p.m.

Need to sell your
Truck or Car'
,

460
NORMS For Sala

‘icia

thrSi4i

3BR 2BA country
home 7 69 acres,
1870 Dr Douglas
Road $210K For
more info & pictures
email to
trukdoglit wk net
FOR sale anaor
lease 3 Bedroom brick
house at 96 Coles
Campground Road in
Murray Sale price
$116.900. or 1 year
minimum lease at
$850 per month plus
deposit Call 800-542
2827 or 931-964-0182
Both are -firm- pric.
eigs

irels
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Calloway (;arden/Essex Downs
Apartments
1),,,,• • Murray. KY -42(17 I
270-753-8556
TDD 1-800-545-1833 - Ext. 283
ine and lee Bedroom Apartment.
( creed Hear and Au
\• `-cPtlng
\

kin ogee.,c

c.

bedroom apartments ay al lahle
II appliani.es turnislied Viater sewer trash.
and.ahle I 1. int lotted in rent Set or it
depo.tit required I Inc %cal le.e.e Nr I
IS'

I )11t.'

270-767-9111
.i%.murraykapartments.com
320
Apartments For Rent

340
Souses For Flom

NOW LE ASike
& iteeeryatr:
1
We ai.cera Sec1,"8 vouchers
Apply at Mu, Cal Apt',
902 Northwood Dr
Monday

nday
Phone 759 4984
Equal Housing
Opportunity
it 800 648

Wednesday. f

f

RED OAKS APTS
SPaciai
$1130 Dep. •
18/3 $3."2188 53"
Call Today,
753-8668

For RIM
NICE 1BR available
$230 month N 2011'
St 270-839-8/65

giLF-P-1 I
A

25R take front property
vett, deep writer dock
5750 month 759 9046
4.36 5258
:BR stove refrigerator
dishwasher
washer dryer hoe., up
(.55* 5550 month I
year lease 1 month
depose No pets
`
,1 2259 or 52' 81 '
.
Lftil

torecit,sure

ho, only $19 '65 For
i.stiegs FlOO 560 1951
irot S021
IRA IBA
Rent of Rent To Own
$600.1.4o
APpliances Included'
Close to campus
'61 i3OkIE

South

6th

St

J&I,RENTALS
MINI-STORAGE
Now renting
Located at ii S 4th St.
270-436-5496

MEi

mmarcial Prop
For Sale
BUILDING For Sale
2297 State Route :14
East 1 112 miles hoe,
downtown 2 588
square feet 803 ricfn
lot Formerly Red
Oaks Bodies le
Britches Call
753-5856 cell
293-7127

Comnaricaf Prop For Rail
OFFICE or retail space
available Prime locatiir,'53 2905
‘,91 1480
PRIME retail-commer.
rAat space for lease in
Either
M..rray. KY
*350 Of 1825 so II Call
'70-331-8782

Three bedroom living
:ening kitchen with
.1,shwasher.
stove
380
.etrigerator,
* el
Pets & Supple*
retokups. bonus room [
screened porch picket
ieeee 761 1317
DOG Obecrien,e
436-2858

390
lhastacti 11 Supplies

G&C
STORAGE and
PROPANE
'iE Maw
. '0, '53-6266
12701 293-4183
.ie aem M-F

I

HORSE QUALITY

Bermuda grass square
bales 731 514-3632
WANTED Would like
to rent pasture for

PREMIER
MINISTORAGE
enside climate control
storage
•Socunty alarmed
•Safe & clean
•We sell boxes,
'We rent U Hauls
753-9600

livestock

12701293 5215

MURRAY Store and
Lock presently has
ones available
753-2905 Of

NEON BEACH
MINI-STORAGE
'All Size Units
Available
Now Mee
Climate Control

753-3853

2000 Daewood
Leganza SE 4 door,
auto AC. PW PL
72.000 $2 500 OBO
227-5743

14 ft Polar Kraft 28 HP
Mariner, trolling motor,
depth finder, Jackets,
$950 Pistol, 40 cal .
Glock, new, $370
492-6322

Call 7534816
or 227-0611
1 Stop Construction,
New homes, add-ons.
remodeling & all electncal needs Licensed &
insured. 978-2758

AFFORDABLL
1‘,mi•
Sagging floors to
leaking roofs.
We do it all.
ain
Gr
ins
436-2867 Lamb's
Professional Tree
Service. Complete tree
removal, etc. Insured
436-5141 A-AFFORDABLE Hauling Clean
out garages gutters
junk & tree work
A-1 Stump Removal
Fully insured
437-3044
ALL CARPENTRY
Remodeling, addrtions.
porches, decks, sun
rooms, vinyl siding,
mobile home repair,
sagging floors, termite
& water damage Larry
Nimmo (270)753-9372
or (270)753-0353
APPUANCE REPAIR
SERVICE & PARTS
1270) 293-8726 OR
759-5534
Chuck Van Buren

Mid-Mest's I.argest Indoor Boat EXPO
Paducah, Kentucky • March 2. 3, 4
F.vpo Center beside the Executive Inn
Fri.: 4-9 • Sat.: 10-8 • Sun.: 11-4
%II types of boats from ID' to 38'
For details, call (2701362-8343

FUTRELL'S Tree
Service
Trimming,
removal
stump grinding, firewood Insured
489-2839

BACKHOE &
TRUCKING
ROY HILL
Septic system, gra(ul
white rock
436-2113
Dozer work & Track
hoe
BEBBER Flooring
Carpet, vinyl. laminate
hardwood and tile
293-9340
C & C Renovation and
Remodeling.
We care about your
home. Home repairs,
additions,
roofing.
decks, floor repair &
covenngs, siding.
—FREE ESTIMATES"
Call (270)753-1499 or
(731)247-5464
icrobertson0wk.net
Ceramic and Stone
Toga Installation
Hardwood & Laminate
Flooring Installed

110t KIW I
INNI)
,,,f, \I.!
S. .I.R1 I I WI
For all your lawn and
landscape needs.

225-6SINI
LEES Carpet
Cleaning
'since 197V
-Carpets .Upholstery
Emergency Water
Removal 'Quick
Drying
Free Estimates
753-5827
METAL installed on
houses and barns
Contact Damn N
phone 270.752-0414
We Pick Up 01),
most scrap washers,
dryers, wire. & scrap
meta/ for it,

Bathroom Remodeling
Quality work fair prices

437-3132

CALL 7
:
7

?8e)4

pi I
•cv, ciiHstIUCtltilI
sers ice work
& Insured
18 yrs. esp.
i27t1t492-8228
' ".•

14 544 I /RD

DNJ HANDYMAN
We do all the odd lobs
you don't have time
for
Painting, siding, roots
decks
293-5438

DSW

WE SERVICE

PAINTING

All Major Appliances
and Most Map Brands
WARD-ELKINS
On the Square Murray
(270) 753 1713

Quality work at el
I .14Xlised & Insured
12h-115115 • 4.15-42112

HALL'S WASTE
MANAGEMENT
weekly & special pulups
•locally owned/operated
759-1151 • 293-2783
293-2784

JOE'S JOBS
,
plumbing. carpentry
yard %stmt.
111, 1111,11,11%
...1-4 1-44 • 22-.5644

Davidfs
Home
Improvement
wale( Damaged Floors
Braces & Floor Joists
Remodeling & Plumbing
David Gailmore Owner
Do Insurance VVerk

Will
Yew

MastetCarl kcerwed

731-247-5422

24 firefighters die battling '06 wildfires
as they face cliniate and job pressures
GRAN-1 S
(Ire
Iwo dozen firefighters died last

,.ear hauling v.. &flues 414.R ,s, the nation. a tilltIlbC1 that has increased
in the tat,.,,' ot drier summers and int.reased job pressures.
[he 20116 death toll is not an all-tune high, hut is part of a rising
trend
double the number in 2005. and six more than the average
, he past II years
a‘triage has been rising. too. from
Ii in the 1 9
ti I
ii1 the 21.100N. at.)..»1)1111y It) I S forest Service
‘tatistii.
I spelt.. (A.11- 11 that the slic and intensiR ,,t v,'kit inc• is increamng
due ti, ionger, hotter and drier sunimei, and a buildup of fuel.
iretiOliers lace greater dangers. pain. ulai s'. lien urving to protect
the rtow mg reindict it homes in the lA
1)1k. k Mangan. a retired Forest Sen. l( C lire program leader
and
ot a tepid 0 wildfire tataline,hew 1 18/4 1 to 211115, noted that
liI,lii. it the tiioNt d.iiigcrolms Itte-, v,:tt: twat rural hotnes
outside
ti.uns in the Nest
I iietiehtets tho.e the evpericiis c and rescal(.1) I() iustit), keeping
the n distance hum e k plosi‘e I res. hut when I 1§,' news reports
show
.01 tankers ..ii the ground and luctighters sitting on their engines
home, its burning. it reales tr einetidous pressure- to attack
.1 tire that
he left to horn it no twines where instils ed. Mangan
said
Spells point to the to.e tiretighters killed last ),ear in the
so1 - sperania file %%hen a 1 is I .ilL'st SCr‘ICC engine crew was
o% CUM] hs 11,1111C• as Ihe N. tried to protect homes
in Southern
aliforma Bill (jahherei. exeorto.e director ot the International
Wildland Fire, noted that research indicates climate
h.1114X
Wade
111.iller And toligel. and that drought has
Atli,. led !MIA it the West In addition, he said, the old Forest
Nei N. I,e 11,illcy 01 tr, mg to put out e‘en, hie 1-1, 10 a ni has created
buildup id fuels in forests

Horoscope

PURE bred blon,1‘) L ar
Puppies Beautitui This
will be Lady Bug s and
Cory s last liner 51SO
each 5 females 3
males 759-8436

esi Warehousing
.4.41' MSU $20 50

330

'BR house lease
deposit required
270-753 4109

S0 1

51"9"wIlis

270-293-6906

Office Hours 8 a.m. — 12 p.m. 7
I p.m. to 4 p.m.

tee,ty

360

2006 Toyota Camry
Solara 3,000 moles
Call 12701205-5752

Salistachon guarrnired

YOUR AD
COULD BE
HERE FOR
ONLY $75.00
A MONTH
CALL 753.1916

95 Ford Ranger 2.3
liter, extended cab,
200.000 miles, $3,200
OBO 270-293-5067.
270-293-5068,
270-767-0101
1988 Chevy pickup. 1.2
ton, short wheel base,
4 3L V6, one owner,
very good condition,
with topper. Call
270-759-3073

Call us we will be
glad to help
270-753-1916

teM
LAWN SLIM(
Leaf mulching &
removal, shrub
& tree trimming

II 1, PI'l
I WI HIY\I"
for
1 hur%day, Feb. 22, 2007:
hdt siiu s.is and how .sou
II walls ,ount this
e,jr Other.
li.,tcn and resp..nd in appropriate
ii \• I ighten up and don't get
tic, intense, esrt:Liall
regarding
neighbors and sibling,
. Dm mg.
Li/ermine—eine and ‘isating ssill
he 'cry important to the quality
If SOW
%eat 'I Cs, PIsces. yiiu
is di he the iodiai. socialite' 1. out
sr yth sense doesn't al w a‘,s come
through tor
careful Logic.
is %our ails, which can he dtftiolt for the iiituiti‘e Pi.te. II
%oil are single. check Mil )(Mir
sm.(Nil(' with care before
de,ido' to totally flip user him or
her Some details or 4. hara‘tens
tit.. Lout(' he hidden II you are
attached. hase 1114)re dinners and
times alone tiigether Make time
tor important chats 1 At'RI S
draws out sour personal
The Stars Show the kind of
Day Vou'll Have: s Ds narni,
4 Posittse.
Ns erage. 2-So so.
I
ARIES (March 21-April 19)
** Out of the blue a posses
sive streak could develop that
might startle even you You have
words of wisdom and insight
regarding money and investments Others might be wise to
listen in some sense you too
could be skeptical of a premonition Tonight Donspend if you
don't need to
TAURUS (April 20-May 20)
* er Air it You are on top of your

Photo provided

PAINTING THE PLANETS: Murray Middle School fourth
grade students gathered in the library to work on a study of
planets They did research on the planet they chose enioyed
the art of paper mache on different sized balls. Pictured above
are Sabrina Jackson, Quellie Allen and Rachel Morgan.

by Jacqueline Bigar
game, but others might have a
strong reaction or might not be
able to give you the necessary
support you would like You have
strong, clear ideas that will get
you where you want to be
Tonight Just choose
GEMINI(May 21-June 20)
*** You have more to say than
usual but so do others You easily could be overwhelmed by
what you hear and see Use your
instincts with a touchy person in
your life Play it smart Make a
must appearance
Tonight
Vanish while you can
CANCER (June 21-July 22)
***** You have an opportunity to zero in on what you want
Naturally, your perspective and
ability to detach might make you
even more successful Don't
push yoursetf so hard Friends
and associates support your
ideas Tonight Where the action
is
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22)
**a Sometimes you need to
take the lead The situation in
particular right now encourages
you to do just that A partner or
friend has a lot of opinions You
would do well to listen Together
you make a strong team
Tonight A force to be dealt with
VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
***** If you walk away from
a situation, you will see it far differentfy from the way you have in
the past Communication will
open up as a result You might
be surprised by what you hear
Learn to walk in another's footsteps more often Tonight Relax
your mind
UBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22)
***** Others work with you

on a one-on-one level Relate cussion that could go much furintensely. absorbing others
ther or deeper than you originalideas You don't need to agree ly thought. Tonight Act as if its
with them, but you can wrap your the weekend.
arms around
their
ideas
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
Brainstorm
away
Tonight
*** You might be far more
Dinner for two
anchored than you have been in
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21)
a while Though you could make
***** Others have more con- solid decisions, you might
not
trol than you might be comfort- like them when you return to
the
able with Take your time making individualistic
Aquarian.
a decision. especially if it
Remember, you don't need to do
involves a creative idea or a
anything. Tonight: Order in
loved one Discussions could be PISCES(Feb. 19-March 20)
animated and lively. Tonight
***** You will have a tendenChoose a movie or a relaxing cy to tell it like it is Remember.
achvity
when you do that you are simply
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Deb. saying how you perceive the
sit21)
uation You cannot be the ulti**** Emphasize what you
mate word Respect others'
can do rather than what you opinions. Tonight At a favorite
can't Focus on the positives A
haunt.
discussion with a family member
or a matter involving real estate BORN TODAY
is significant Much will come for- Basketball player Julius Erving
ward if you listen Tonight Easy (1950), wildlife expert
Steve
works
Irwin (1962). actress Drew
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19) Barrymore (1975)
•••
***** You attract people like
honey does a bear Manifest Jacqueline Bigar is
on the
your inner resources, especially Internet at http://www
.jacgueyour creativity You have a dis- linebigarcom.

Turn Your Tax Return Into
Coll
HOME MORTGAGE
CAPITAL CORPORATION
Ida Patrick • Richard Reed
408 South tath Street
Murray, KY 42071
270-753-7665
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ii years ago
Published is a picture of the Murray High School Speech Team that
won the Regional Speech Tournament held at Marshall enmity Riga
School. The photo was by Staff Photographer Bernard Kane.
Calloway County High School
Lakers won 75-24 and Lady Lakers won 91-15 over teams from
Christian Fellowship in basketball
games. High team scorers for the
Lakers were David Greene and
Missy Stubblefield.
Births reported include a girl
to Evelyn and Kevin Eyres, Feb.
12: a girl to Leigh Ann and Raymond Grady, a boy to Wendy and
John Gossum and a girl to Amy
and Lannie Mize, Feb. 14.
20 years ago
Published is a picture of Robert
C. (Bob) Carter of Hopkinsville
taking the oath of office as a new
member of the board of regents
of Murray State University with
Patsy Dyer, board secretary. administering the oath.
Births reported include a boy
to Mr. ana Mrs. David Copeland.
Feb. 9; a boy to Majid and Julia
Ekhlassi, Feb. 11; a girl to Patncia and Thomas Roscoe, a girl to
Carl and Phillip Elkins and a boy
to Ramona and Alan McCoy, Feb.
18.
Bonnie Jean Miller and Larry
D. Murdock were Married Jan. 19.
30 years ago
Commercial and residential users
of natural gas were asked this
morning to continue voluntary conservation of the use of the fuel at
least until March 1 so the Murray Natural Gas could evaluate the
city's position concerning a possible overrun of national gas.
Murray High School Lady Tigers
won 36-35 over Calloway County High school Lady Lakers in a
basketball game. High team scorers were Tammy Boone for the
Tigers and Rose Ross for the Lakers.

By The Associated Press
Today is Ash Wednesday, Feb.
21, the 52nd day of 2007. There
are 313 days left in the year.
Today's Highlight in History:
On Feb. 21. 1965. former Black
Muslim leader Malcolm X. 39,
was shot to death in New York
by assassins identified as Black
Muslims.
On this date:
In 1885, the Washington Monent was dedicated.
In 1907, Anglo-American poet

Dr. Charles Clark will speak
about "Hepatitis" at a meeting of
the Community Continuing Nursing Education tonight at the Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
40 years ago
Murray State University will
begin this summer to offer master's degrees in agriculture, home
economics and industrial arts.
Pvt. James L. Sills, son of Mr.
and Mrs. Lloyd Sills, has completed a helicopter maintenance
course at the Army Aviation School,
Fort Rucker, Ala.
Murray State University Racers won 88-84 over East Tennessee
State in a basketball game. High
scorers were Herb McPherson for
Murray and Harley Swift for East
Tennessee.
Calloway County High School
Ulcers lost 64-37 to Tilghman Tornadoes in a basketball game. High
scorers were Clayton Hargrove for
Calloway and Ricky Ragland for
Tilghman.
50 years ago
Donald Buxton and Beale
Canon, seniors at Murray High
School, have been commended for
distinguished performance by the
National Merit Scholarship Association, according to W.B. Moser,
principal.
Recent births reported at Murray Hospital include a boy to Mr.
and Mrs. Roy Beane and a boy
to Mr. and Mrs. Billie McWhertIn high school basketball games,
Murray Training Colts lost 74-59
to Hickman County Falcons with
high scorers being Billy Rogers
for Colts and Donald Colley for
Falcons; Almo Warriors lost 7951 to North Marshall lets and with
high scorers being Pntchett for
Warriors and Ronald Ford for lets;
Kirksey Eagles won 89-790 over
Farmington with high scorers being
Darnell for Kirksey and Andrus
for Farmington.

W.H. Auden was born in York, England.
In 1947, Edwin H. Land publicly demonstrated his Polaroid
Land camera, which could produce a black-and-white photograph
in 60 seconds.
In 1972. President Nixon began
his historic visit to China as he
and his wife. Pat, arrived in Shanghai.
In 1973, Israeli fighter planes
shot down Libyan Arab Airlines
Flight 114 over the Sinai Desert,

COMICS/FEATURES
Woman having affair with boat
captain should abandon ship
DEAR ABBY: I have been
in a relationship with a married man who is addicted to
any drug, legal or otherwise,
that he can possibly get his
hands on. He's a kindergarten
teacher and also a licensed
boat captain.
I am concerned that
he is abusive
to his students, works
while high,
and even fell
asleep while
driving
a
commercial
dinner
cruise. He
gets mad at
By Abigail
me when I
Van Buren
refuse to be
"his drug," claiming that my
refusal is the reason he cannot stop using.
Today I changed my cell
phone number because I am
so fed up with his dirty lifestyle
and don't want it around my
family. He takes kickbacks from
prostitutes for helping them find
"johns" and for the use of his
boat to do their business. He
is around such seedy people
that I'm a little concerned about
retribution for backing out.
I want to move forward
with my business and live a
cleaner life than this. Am I
wrong for judging him? -"LAURA" IN THE SUNSHINE
STATE
DEAR "LAURA": Are you
wrong for judging him? What
took you so long? You knew

killing more than 100 people.
In 1975, former Attorney General John N. Mitchell and former
White House aides H.R. Haldeman and John D. Ehrlichman were
sentenced to 2 1/2 to eight years
in prison for their roles in the
Watergate cover-up.
In 1995, Chicago adventurer
Steve Fossett became the first person to fly solo across the Pacific Ocean in a balloon, landing in
Leader, Saskatchewan, Canada.
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you were in a relationship with
a married man -- and it boggles my mind that a substance
abuser would hold a position
of trust around children or as
a boat captain.
For everyone's safety -including your own -- he should
be reported to the authorities.
DEAR ABBY: This is the
scenario: A few friends were
exchanging gifts and having a
dinner party. During dinner,
some decorations around a candle caught fire and a few gifts
burned before the fire was discovered. One of them was my
gift to a friend who was attending the dinner.
Should I buy another gift
to give my friend? What would
be the right thing to do? -UNSURE IN VIENNA, VA.
DEAR UNSURE: Thank
you for asking me that question, because although it may
seem trivial to some readers,
it touches on an extremely
important subject: fire safety.
In recent years, candles have
become common decorating
accessories, and no one should
ever forget how dangerous they
can be when left unattended - or too near flammable materials. You and the other guests
are lucky that only a few gifts
were lost that evening.
You are under no obligation to purchase a replacement
gift for your friend. Once the
gift was brought to the party,
it became the responsibility of
the recipient, or the host/hostess.
•..
DEAR ABBY: While eating in a restaurant today. I
encountered a piece of coiled
metal (maybe from the top of
an opened can?) in my rice.
I was terribly alarmed and slid
my dish to the side, having
lost my appetite.
When the waitress came
back to the table. I showed
the piece of metal to her. She
apologized and started to take
my plate away, but my friend
stopped her and said: "Oh,
wrap the rest of that up. I'll
take it home. I'm not so particular." I was shocked, to say
the least.
The restaurant took the price
of my lunch off the bill, but
I was stunned that my friend
would take home the rest of
a dish that had a foreign object
in it. Am I "too particular"?
-- "FINICKY" IN EUGENE,
ORE.
DEAR "FINICKY": You
were being prudent, not "particular" (or finicky) when you
rejected the dish with the piece
of metal in it. There could
have been more metal shavings in the food, which could
have caused a severe medical
problem.
Someone should inform your
friend that there really is no
free lunch, and he or she was
taking foolish chances taking
the dish home.
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THE SONGBIRD DODN'T
SHOW UP AT THE
PEEPER THIS MORNING
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I CAN'T BELIEVE IT.. YOUR
OWNERS HAVE GONE!TUEY KNEW
YOU WERE FEELIN6 BETTER SO
THEY JUST LEFT..

Pm &ow& to se Vir BREADWa.PlER, FOR AWHILE! AND _
IF yovize WORK11.49 Al' NOME)
ta6 Woarl'HAV6-49 LOOK FOR
AN Amer-taw irsitegcrIV!

1 impresses
deeply
5 Classy
9 Architect's wing
12 Nanny's vehicle
13 Sport or fencing
14 Install tile
15 Name in
cheesecake
16 Save(2 lads
18 Tyrannize
20 Beholdi
21 — chi ch'uan
22 Solidified
26 Farewell
29 1914 headline
30 Biologist's eggs
31 Mason portrayer
32 Short hairdo
33 Move like a bird
34 Southeast
Asian
35 Footed vase
36 Eucalyptus
eater
37 Weather culprit
(2 wds
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There's no place
like a safe home
DEAR DR.GOTT: It seems
odd to be writing to a doctor
clear across the United States
for advice, but medicine isn't
like it was years ago, when one
doctor took care of all of your
problems.
I was 85
in December.
I lost my
husband Jan.
2, 2006 after
nearly
60
years of marriage.
My
oldest son is
staying with
me, but he
works,
so
home
I'm
alone all day.
By
I walk a
Dr. Peter Gott good deal for

opinion, you are fortunate to
have so few health problems at
age of 85. But I arn cooyour falling —
cned
age-related — and suggesthe

and your son should
evalte your living arrangements.
and alter them to make them:
safer. For example, use hand
rails on the stairs and in the
bathroom, and don't have scatter rugs. In addition, you should
consider a Lifeline, a telephone
device that you can activate at
any time to receive emergency
services.
Revise your gardening schedule. Don't overdo it.
See your doctor to check out
your heart. I'd want to make
certain that your balance problems don't have a cardiac origin.

exercise and
Good luck, and enjoy your
to get out of the house. I've
lived here for only about two independence.
DEAR DR. GOTT: Do you
years, so I don't know many
people. but I'm working on that. realize what you have done? I
1 now go to church and a knit- just read your column about the
resulting weight loss of I/2 pound
ting group.
I've been having problems after a shower. You have stumwith nerves for years, just every bled across the ultimate weightnow and then, but nothing has loss solution! No more dieting,
no more exercising, just showbeen done.
Now they bother me a lot, ering! I figure if I take 30 showand I'm afraid I may fall. I've ers today. I can drop 15 pounds.
always walked and done most This is what the world has been
waiting for. Thank you, thank
things at a good pace, so now
I've been trying to slow down, YouI would write more, but I
especially when I have to get
up several times during the night have to go take a shower.
DEAR READER: Don't forto use the bathroom.
When I walk down the hall- get to dry off.
For those interested in losway, I seem to cut corners. I
do weeding in the yard, and ing weight in an effective and
I've been sitting down because safe manner, I recommend my
have a hard time getting back book -Dr. Gott's No Flour, No
up when 1 lean over. I can rake, Sugar Diet." This book includes
meal planners, food lists, recipes
pull weeds and help clear brush
from trees with no problem. A and much more and can be purcouple of times, when I was doing chased at most chain bookstores
some of this work. I leaned and independent stores. If you
over and just kept going. I did- don't see it, ask a manager or
n't hurt myself, but it felt like owner to order it for you. If
you prefer, place your order
I was in slow motion.
DEAR READER: In my online at www.amazon.com.

Contractlifidge
South dealer.
Neither side vulnerable.
NORTH
•J 53
411?K 74
•K 10 9 5
+10 4
EAST
WEST
•A 10 4
+9762
•52
/1.1 10 9 8 3
•A Q
•6 4 2
Q .1 9 8 7
SOUTH
•K QS
AQ
•J 3
K 65 2
The bidding:
North
East
West
South
Pass
Pass
I•
I4
3 NT
Pass
2 NT
Opening lead — jack of hearts.
There are players who spend so
much time memorizing complicated
bidding conventions, or trying to
master squeezes and other advanced
plays, that their ability to reason correctly — which counts more than
freanything else you can name
quently gets lost in the shuffle.
Take this case where East, playing
more by rote than reason, misdefended three notrump. Declarer took
West's opening heart lead with the

39 Mat de —
40'—,shucks"
41 Tern
or albatross
45 Get-togethers
49 The chills
50 Purchase
51 Tackles a slope
52 Ready to serve
53 Avg size
54 See
55 units of energy

1 Lhasa —
2 Coat or
sweater
3 Doc Hollidays
friend
4 Brighter
5 Soft drink
brand
6 Concerto e g
7 SIX games
in tennis
8 Physician
9 New Haven
student

queen, led the jack of diamonds and
let it ride. East won with the queen
and returned a heart, taken by South
with the ace.
Declarer then led a diamond to
dummy's eight, ducked by East. and
a third diamond lead dislodged the
ace. East shifted to a low spade, but
declarer won and finished with 10
tricks, losing only a spade and two
diamonds.
If East had taken the time early
in the play to work Out declarer's
probable values for the jump to two
notrump, he would has e held South
to just the eight tricks he was entitled
to make.
To begin with, South had to have
the K-Q of spades,A-Q of hearts and
A-K of clubs for his two-notrump
bid. This in turn meant that unless
declarer had four spades, he could
score only two spade tricks, three
hearts and two clubs and would
therefore need to make two diamond
tricks. East's defense consequently
should have been aimed at limiting.
South to one diamond trick.
To accomplish this, all F,ast had to
do was to let South's jack of diamonds hold at trick two. That would
have effectively killed dummy's remaining diamonds, and no matter
how South continued, he could not
have come to nine tricks.

Tomorrow: Sy IN ia plays duplicate.
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10 Youngster
11 Strong soap
17 Earth's star
19 Perfume label
word
22 Boxer's move

IEEE 1111111111 111°
1111111E MEI EMU
NENE IIIIIEEME11111
1111111111EMEI
OEM EIEEIME111
Mk= ENE EMI
MEE Mil ENNUI
MEE ENE ENE=
EMMEN ENE
illEIEREEE
EhilEEEMENI MEM
EINE ENNUI MIMI
MEE EOM EWEN

23 Kinks' hit tune
24 Harm
25 Computer
fodder
26 Wed-qualified
27 Two-way
28 Dietary need
29 Took the title
32 Friend, slangily
33 Prohibited
35 Foolish
36 Big green
parrot
38 Woosnarn
of golf
39 Not neat
41 Beauty parlor
sound
42 Composer
— Stravinsky
43 Ladder part
44 Poor grades
45 PC acronym
46 Wool supplier
47 Bonn
connector
48 Go-aheads
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MISD chess takes three
titles in quad competition

ESPN2
ifTV
TNT
111.4
4

1

Photo provtoeo

Members of Murray's chess team show off their hardware won
during the recent Quad-A Regional Scholastic Chess
Tournament at MSU.
is inner ot his age bracket
Murray's KR team of Jordan
Smith, Steven Arnold. Connor
McKenna. Daniel Hughes, Jake
tutinierer. Eric Warm Brandon
Kipphut. Liam Parker, Hunter
fleathcott, Joel Ferguson, and
Daniel Koehler also took first in
their division with 15.5 out ot
points and the first three students tied for first place with
perfect scores of 4-0
Fhe Primary (K-31 team ol
'1 antler Foster, Key in Wain). Ben
Balthrop.
Dillon
I home.

Ashtin
Thome.
Alexander
McKinney, Curtis Hammonds.
Channing Foster. Wesley Howe
also took first in their division
with 19.5 out of 20 points and
the first three tied tor first with
perfect scores of 5-0.
The M1SD chess teams have
consistently placed at previous
regional, state and national corn
petitions, claiming state championship titles 10 times. Murray
High School won the Kentucky
State Championships in 1 9911
2004 and 2006.
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Showah-

Calloway County's Kayla Cunningham (00) moves
around the defense of Union County's Brittany Jennings
(44) dunng the first half of the Lady Lakers' 55-44 victory
over the Bravettes on Tuesday night at Jeffrey
Gymnasium.
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LADY LAKERS BEAT SECOND
REGION FOE UNION COUNTY
By SCOTT NANNEY
Union Co
06 10 13 15 — 44
Calloway Co 11 12 16 16 — 55
Sports Editor
Union Co. (18-7): A Word 12, Rose
Scott Sivills knew his 10
Daybeny 5 Houston 4 Parts 3
team's final two regular-sea- Drage 3, Jennings 3 J Word 2,
son games would be challeng- Buckman 2
FO: 8 3-polni FO: 4 (Rose 2 Pans,
isg, to say the least.
Dayberry).
But that force the Fouls: N/A FT: 16-24 Rebounds: 26
Calloway County head coach 'Calloway Co. (16-10): Ross 17
to shy away from good com- Cunningham 16, Adams 10, Butts 6,
petition. And now his Lady Webb 4, Fields 2.
FG: 17. 3-point PG: 0. Fr: 19-24
Lakers are reaping the bene- Rebounds: 34. Fouls: N/A.
fits.
game
at
Calloway used a stellar regular-season
night from senior guard Beth Jeffrey Gymnasium, left an
Ross and a solid defensive impression on the home fans
effort to produce an impres- with her gritty play, scoring a
sive 55-44 triumph over game-high 17 points on four
Second Region power Union field goals and a 9-of- 10
County on Tuesday night at effort at the free throw line.
Most of the 5-foot-7
Jeffrey Gymnasium.
senior's
points came as a
The contest was originally
scheduled for last Saturday, result of hard drives to the
but was postponed due to basket, and by breaking
inclement weather. But no Union County's full-court
matter the circumstances, pressure.
"She's been solid for us all
Sivills' charges were preyear, and he's a great team
"This is a big confidence leader," Sivills said of Ross.
booster for our team," "She's kept us steady all year,
explained Sivills, whose and she's had a goal in mind.
squad will play at First ... We have to have her down
Region
power Paducah the stretch. If she plays well,
Tilghman (20-4) in Friday's we play well."
The Lady Lakers (18-10)
regular-season finale before
definitely
played well in the
hosting
Fourth
District
Iburnament play next week. early going jumping out to a
"We emphasize that we want quick 8-0 lead against a shakto peak at the right time. And en Union County ballclub,
I think playing this team at the which committed turnovers
end of the (season) was a on its first three possessions
and missed its first four shots
good thing for us."
Ross, playing in her final
•See CCHS,3C
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ECA 99, MT.VERNON 94

Warriors escape with win
in high-scoring affair
CRAIG SCORES 60-PLUS POINTS
FOR THIRD TIME THIS SEASON
Staff Report
In a contest that featured
15 3-pointers, the Eastwood
Christian Academy Warriors
escaped with wild 99-94 triumph over visiting Mt.
Vernon last Friday night.
The highlight of the night
was a 63-point performance
from David Craig, who
reached the 60-point plateau
for the third time this season.
Craig. who scored all 22 of
the Warriors' points in the
second quarter, went 10-4-20
from 3-point range while also
grabbing tune rebounds, dishing seven assists and adding
one blocked shot.
Craig is now averaging 44
points, seven rebounds and
six assists per game on the

SCI13011.

Jeffrey Harrell followed
Craig's lead with 21 points for
his second straight 20-point
outing. Brandon Eaves also
added II points — seven of
which came in the fourth
quarter. Zach Stewart contributed a 3-pointer and a free
throw in the final quarter.
Eastwood held on the for
the win despite 38 points from
Mt. Vernon's Micah MOM,
who led four other Flying
Eagles' starters in double figThe Warriors will compete
in the Gator Classic March
22-24 in Lousville. The tournament will feature teams
from California, Illinois,
Indiana, Michigan
and
Kentucky.

MICHAEL DANN / Ledger & Times
Murray High School girls' basketball coach Rechelle Turner acknowledges fans after she was given
a plaque for her 200th career win, which occured late last week. On Monday night. Turner notched
No. 201 in her Lady Tigers' 47-28 victory over Fulton County.

MURRAY HIGH HAS LIME PROBLEM WITH LADY
PILOTS AS TURNER HONORED FOR WIN No. 200
By MICHAEL DANN
Sports Writer
The puzzled and quizzical
look on Rechelle Turner's face
Tuesday night was something
all too common for fans of Lady
Tiger basketball.
Although, this time, the
Murray High School girls' basketball coach wasn't trying to
figure out why her team made
that pass or took that shot.
Rather, she was trying to
understand why certain relatives
were in attendance and why former players showed up.
After the Lady Tigers' 47-28
thumping of Fulton County,
Turner headed to the locker

room, just as she always does,
before being summond back to
the floor by long-time assistant
Monica Evans.
And then it hit her.
Turner, who notched win No.
200 on her resume late last
week, thought nothing more or
less of No. 201. But she was
alone in that thought.
Following the third straight
victory for the Lady Tigers,
Turner was honored at midcourt by Murray High School
Principal Teresa Speed, who
handed her a plaque. Then, former players gave her a bouquet
of flowers.
Still. Turner doesn't have a

favorite win.
"They're all sweet, this year
especially," she said.
II See FELTON, 3C
Murray High (10-16) won the
game early on, limiting Fulton
County to 2-of-25 (8 percent)
shooting from the floor in the
first half, including 18 straight
misses, as the Lady Tigers held
a 20-5 lead heading into the
locker room.
The Lady Pilots began the
third quarter much like they did
the first half, missing seven PAit TON 9S TWO-Rl \
straight shots. Meanwhile, the 1
BLAST ONLY
Lady Tigers built a 22-5 advantage into a 29-8 lead with 3:24 POSITIVE FOR MSU
left in the third quarter.
Staff Report
•See TURNER,3C
LOUISVILLE, Ky. —
Senior catcher Jason Payton's
two-run home run in the top
of the first inning got the
Murray State Thoroughbreds'
2007 season off to a
good start
on Tuesday.
But that
proved to
be the only
positive for
the 'Breds
Payton
yesterday,
as homestanding Louisville scored in
every inning but the fifth to
crush MSU 12-2 in its season
opener at Patterson Stadium.
The Cardinals (2-2) got on
the board in the bottom of the
first on an unearned run
before getting solo homers
from Jorge Castillo and
Logan Johnson over the next
two frames to take the lead
for good.
Louisville, which pounded
out 15 hits on the day, went
on to score two more runs in
the fourth, three each in the
sixth and seventh innings and
once in the eighth to complete
the scoring.
Johnson added another
homer, a three-run shot, in the
seventh to finish 2-for-3 at
the plate with five runs batted
in.
Payton led MSU at the
plate, going 2-for-4 with two
RBIs. The 'Breds also got
singles from James Akin,
Seth Hudson and Tyler Owen.
Mike Perconte (0-1) suffered the loss for Murray,
allowing five runs (four
earned) on seven hits while
striking out five and walking
one in four innings.
The 'Breds, who will host
Louisville in a return game on
MICHAEL DANN Ledger & Times March 28 at Reagan Field,
Murray High's Casey Paker-Bell drives the lane to put up this were scheduled to play
shot over Fulton County's Tan Bishop in the first halt Monday Kentucky today at 3 p.m
CST in Lexington.
night. The Tigers lost 43-40 to the Pilots.

FULTON COUNTY 43, MURRAY HIGH 40

The one that got away
COSTLY
TURNOVERS COST
TIGERS DOWN 'THE
STRETCH
By MICHAEL DANN
Sports Writer
David Fields is an avid fisherman. So the Murray High School
boys' basketball coach probably
knows a thing or two about letting
the big one get away.
If not, he sure does after
Tuesday night's 43-40 home loss to
Fulton County.
Fields and the Tigers watched a
37-34 third-quarter advantage
evaporate in the final quarter, as
they were outscored 9-3. Murray
went scoreless for almost 7:55,
until Chess Volp stopped the bleeding with a 3-pointer.
Still, Volp's trey was enough to
get the Tigers to within two at 4240. Then. after Jeffrey McClain
went I-of-2 from the stripe, Murray
High had one last opportunity to at
least tie the game.
After calling a pair of timeouts.
Fields drew up a play that was
intended for Kenneth Trice. but
Casey Parker-Bell's inbounds pass
went through the finger tips of
Blake McCuiston and into the
hands of Fulton
County's
Tremayne Emerson.
Costly turnovers were the theme
of Fields' post-game comments,
and it's been a re-occurring theme
for him this season. The Tigers finished with 10 on the night.
After shooing 8-of-26 from the

By scorr NANNEY
Sports Editor
For a program that's had
little to no success during its
nearly 80-year history, the
Murray State women's basketball team's preseason goal
of an Ohio Valley Conference
championship
was
an
undoubtedly ambitious one.
Yet, that never stopped
head coach
Joi Felton's
fourth MSU
squad from
setting the
bar
high.
And
just
over three
months later,
the
Lady
Racers are only two wins
away from accomplishing
something that once seemed
practically impossible.
"We wanted to play a firstround game at home ... and
we wanted to win an OVC
regular-season
championship," Felton recalled."We
would love to hang a
women's basketball banner in
the RSEC, and to be the first
one to do that. That goal is
still out there. ... We're so
close."
Murray State — a program
that had an OVC winning
percentage of only .392 heading into the 2006-07 season
— will make history with at

'Breds fall
in season
opener
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Lady Racers

Racers vs. Tennessee Tech • Thursday • 7:30 p.m. • RSEC

OVC Standings

utton

MUCH ON LINE FOR RACERS, TECH
By SCOTT NANNEY
Sports Editor
Over the long haul, the
Racers have dominated their
Valley
Ohio
with
series
Conference rival Tennessee
Tech since the two teams first
met in 1930.
In the 160-game series,
Murray State has rolled up an
record
115-45
inopressive
against the Golden Eagles.
However, the series has been
dead-even on the last several
years. Mtiol and Tech have split
their last 12 games since the
2000-01 campaign.
But Thursday's renewal of
the series has far greater implications than mere bragging
rights As the league enters its
final weekend of play, both the
Racers and Golden Eagles are
still in the hunt for a home game
on the first round of the OVC
Tournament. Vr hlk:f1 begins at the
home sites of the four highestseeded teams on Tuesday night.
Entering this week's play,
Tennessee Tech was tied for second place in the standings with
Eastern Kentucky, as both sport1 2-h conference marks. The
Racers, meanwhile, are tied for
fourth place. at 11-7. with
Samford
!All Murray. the easiest rout
to a home game is a win over
-tech and a victory at last-place
Tennessee-Martin on Saturday
Right
The Golden Eagles, who
ideated ()V(' champion Austin
Peav on 'ttiesday night. haYe
likely already secured a firstround home game.
In Tech, the Racers will likely lave one of their biggest challenges of the season.
The Golden Eagles site in
the frontcourt and their guard
combination of Belton Rivers
and Athony Fisher gine MSU

D. Thuredey
Tlpotf: 7:30 p.m.
• RSEC. Murray
Record:
Series
MSU leads 115-45
Mike
Coaches:

Simon (8e431,

tee

season). Tennessee
Tech, Sly Kennedy
114-13.8M season),
Murray SU*.
Radio: Froggy 1o3.7 FN. with Neal
Bradley & Nathan Higdon
Probates Sterling Lineups:
Tennessee Tech (18-11, 134 OVC):
F-Amad McKenzie, 14.1 ppg, 8.0 rpg:
F-Aneuan Koper. 3.6 peg. 2.6 rpg; FJonathan Jones. 3.8 ppg, 42 mg; 08elton Rewire, 18.4 ppg, 3.8 rpg; 03Anthony Fisher, 16.9 ppg, 4.1 apg
Murray Stale (14-13, 11-7): F-Shawn
Witherspoon, 10.4 ppg, 55 rpg; FDwayne Paul. 4 1 ppg, 34 mg;0-Ed
Horton. 8.5 ppg, 34 ape. 0-Ray
George. 8.2 ppg, 26 reg. G-Bruce
Caner. 13 1 peg. 5.6 rpg

SCOTT NANNEY/Ledger File
Senior forward Joi Scott
can help draw MSU one
game closer to an OVC
title with a strong effort
against Tennessee Tech.

Lady Racers
need two
wins for title

fits in a 63-52 Tech win on Jan.
23 at Cookeville's Eblen Center.

Staff Report
Murray Ledger & Times

'The biggest problem for the

The lady Racers can make
history on Saturday evening
by earning at least a share of
their first-ever OVC champi-

Racers, however, could be found

in the rebounding column.
where the Golden Eagles —
who ranked at the bottom in

onship.
However, Murray State
must first get past Tennessee
Tech at home on Thursday
before having a chance to
at
title
the
out
close

rebounding in the league at the
pounded the boards for a
time
43-32 edge.
Rivers. Belton and junior forward Amadi McKenzie com-

points,
hut the trio managed to shoot
just 11-4-39 from the floor as
bined for 41.of Tech's 52

the

Racers

held

Tennessee-Martin:As Murray's first meeting
with Tech can attest, getting
past the Eaglettes won't be

the Golden

Eagles to 11.9-percent shooting.

easy.

Murray State also struggled

Despite a uncharacteristic
managed to

on the offensive end, as TTU

season, TTU

held it to a 36.2-percent effort.

upset the Lady Racres 54-49
in Cookeville. Tenn., on Jan.
25. The defeat started a skid

Sophomore

guard

Tyler

was MSU's top scorer
with 15 points on 6-of-11 shooting. Junior guard Bruce Carter
also reached double figures with
Holloway

II. hut was only 4-of- 15 from
the field.
With a victory. the Racers
would extend their string of consecutive winning seasons to 20.

Kentucky Beads Resort
Need A Boat Slip?

SCOTT NANNY / Ledger & Times

Freshman forward Danero Thomas, shown here putting up a
shot against Tennessee State last week, has given the Racers
a spark in recent games. Starting last Saturday against Rider,
Thomas scored 19 points and had seven rebounds to help lift
MSU to an ESPNU Bracket Busters win in Lawrenceville, N.J.

* OPEN SLIPS *

13 ft. wide x 32 ft. long

10 ft. wide x 25 ft. long
12 ft. wide x 19 ff. long

Leases Available On Annual Or Seasonal Basis

270-436-2345

in which Murray State lost
three of four games, hampering its chances to win the
league crown.
MSU has lost 18 of its last
the
against
games
19
Eaglettes, with the lone win
coming last season at home.

2 11" 2 12°

I Enjoy two all-you-can-eat
I pizza & spagatti lunch buffets
I including drink!

* COVERED SLIPS *

Enjoy two all-you-can-eat
pizza & spagatti weekend & night
buffeis including drink!
Mon. IIi
4:30-9:00 p.m
Dinnel
•
Weekon0
1 a.m.-9 p.m

attes
pizza

11 a.m.-2 p.m
Lunch

0000 LUCK
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•Nol qinxt with any other otter Mi. I.

804 CHESTNUT STREET • 753-6656
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804 CHESTNUT STREET • 753-6656

270 Lynhurst Drive • Murray, Kentucky
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•Turner
From Page 1C

Sponsored By:

Lady Tiger Stacey McClure
led all players with 16 points,
including 15 rebounds in a
double-double effort.
Leah Dieleman and Haley
BUSINESS • HOME • CAR • HEALTH • LIFE
Armstrong each tacked on 13.
Sarah Crouch finished with
"Your more than one company agency
five.
901 Sycamore
753-8356
The win also erased the bad
taste of a 50-45 loss to the
KENTUCKY PREPS SCOREBOARD
Lady Pilots at the All "A"
Tuesday's scores
Marshall Co. 62, Fulton City 38
Classic
at Graves County
Boys Basketball
Paducah Tilghman 78, Hickman Co 57
High School in January. In
Girls Basketball
Caldwell Co 86 Webster Co 59
that game, Sharika Smith and
Caldwell Co. 63, Webster Co. 59
Crittenden Co 96 Providence 40
Calkyway Co. 55, Union Co. 43
Ellie Goodman each had 12
Fulton Co 43 Murray 40
Carlisle Co. 46, Mayfield 39
points, and Kyra Waye finHeath 61, Livingston Central 59
Hickman Co 65, Si Mary 51
Henderson Co 71 Hopkins Co Central
ished with 11.
Marshall Co. 84, Fulton City 22
61
Murray 47, Fulton Co. 28
On Tuesday, Goodman was
held scoreless despite 14
rebounds. Smith didn't start
the game, finishing with just
nine. Waye had four that came
From Page 1C
Answering Union County's in the second half.
scoring spurts was a key for the
"These kids, this year, have
from the field.
Lady Lakers. And that would gone through things that our
The Bravettes (18-7), who prove especially
true in the third other team's haven't had to go
entered the contest having won quarter.
through in the past," Turner
three in a row and six of their
A layup by junior guard Sam added. "All the coaches have
last eight, looked nothing like Butts put CCHS comfortably
in tried everything imaginable to
the team that had previously front by a 35-23 margin.
The get them to believe in themearned impressive wins over Bravettes, however, appeared to selves.
About a week ago,
area powerhouses Christian gain momentum with a bucket
things just started clicking for
County and Marshall County by Ashley Word and two free
this season.
throws from Rose, who got to
Union finally dented the the charity stripe after drawing
oreboard on an Ashley Word the fourth foul on Lady Laker
Undy Switor
layup with 3:30 left in the first center Rachel Adams- on her
firktylamsOr
quarter, ending a scoreless drive to the basket with 2:24 on
stretch that lasted nearly five the clock.
minutes of game time.
But Calloway fought back on
Despite cooling off a bit. its next possession, getting a key
Calloway still led 11-6 after one rebound from sophomore forTV, radio
period of play.
TODAY
ward Kala Se-avers, who dished
GOLF
"Werthanged up our defenses to Cunningham for an easy
1 p.m.
lot in the game and kind of got layup. Ross then picked up a
TGC — PGA Tour/VVGC, Accertture
them on their heels early," steal and raced all the way to the
Match Play Championship, second
Sivills noted.
round matches, at Tucson, Anz
basket for a layup and a 39-27
MEN'S COLLEGE BASKETBALL
Union County made run in Lady Laker lead.
6 p.m.
the second quarter, using an 8-0
That sequence proved deciESPN — Rice at Memphis
run to actually take a 14-13 lead sive, as Union never seriously
8 p.m.
an a pair offree throws by Kayla threatened Calloway the rest of
ESPN — Duke at Clemson
NBA BASKETBALL
Rose. Back-to-back 3-pointers the way.
8:15 p.m.
from Rose and Arielle Dayberry
"I thought Kala's rebound
TNT — Chicago at Cleveland
fueled the spurt. But Calloway and her pass to Kayla was two
8:30 p.m.
answered with bucket from Ross great plays in one. That really
TNT — Miami at Dallas
PREP BASKETBALL
and a three-point play by sopho- started, I think, the momentum
6 p.m.
more
forward
Kayla for us to win this game," Sivills
ESPN2 — St Patrick (N .1) at
Cunningham to re-take the lead, recalled. "When they made a
Huntington. W Va
as the Lady Lakers carried a 23- run, we made a run. That was a
16 edge into the halftime break. key for us."

The Insurance
Center of Murray

us.

"They've played really
well together the past three
games," she continued.
Turner emphasized how
important rebounding was
going to be against the Lady
Pilots, and her Lady Tigers
responded by outboarding
Fulton County 47-33.
"We did get them to miss a
lot of shots, but the key was
limiting them to second and
third shot opportunities,"
Turner said. "We knew going
into the game that we had to
rebound and take care of the
ball. Any time you can hold a
team like that to five points in
the first half, that's a pretty
good defensive effort."

•CCHS

Medger File
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02 03 11 12 — 28
Fulton County
08 12 12 14 —47
Murray
Fulton County(13-9) Smith 9, Barnett 5,
Waye 4, Mosley 4, Bogen 3, Esters 3
Goodman, Vandal, Mayes, Gaston
FG: 10-60 3-poInt FG: 2-20 (Esters,
Barnern
6-14 Rebounds: 33
Fouls: 18
Murray (10-16) McClure 16 Dreieman
13, Armstrong 13, Crouch 5 Pember,
Benson, Winchester, Perry Sanders
bnzy
FG: 15-49 3-point FG 2-9 Armstrong
FT: 13-27 Rebounds: 47 Fouls: 10

MICHAEL DANN / Ledger & Times

Megan Pember dribbles around Fulton County's Sabrina
Esters in the first half Monday.

•Tigers
From Page 1C

floor in the first half, the Tigers were 5-of-10 in
the second half and 1-of-5 from the field in the
fourth quarter to finish 13-of-36.
"We had guys open, and we're just not seeing
the floor," the third-year Tiger coach said."On the
inbounds play, 1 thought we were going to get a
really good shot. For whatever reason, it didn't go
to the person it was intended for.
"K.T. was going off a screen, curling up the
floor, and I had (Cole) Hurt running down the
sideline with him for, if not a three, maybe a threepoint play. I wasn't watching McCuiston and his
man because I knew it wasn't supposed to go to
him."
Earlier, Fields had to stomach a 12-0 run in the
second quarter, where the Tigers came back from
seven down (17-10) in the first quarter to take a
24-22 lead at the break. Murray finished the first
half on a 12-0 run.
In the third quarter, no lead was bigger than six
for Murray High, but Fulton County's Tani Bishop
cut it to three at the buzzer, as the Pilots still trailed
37-34.
After Emerson pulled the Pilots to within one
(37-36) to begin the fourth quarter, Fields
employed a stall tactic, which drained nearly two
minutes off the game clock. After holding the ball
From Page 1C
Brown.
ble with 21 points on 7-of-14
out at the 7:00 mark, Trice tried a trey from the
ITU entered this week's play shooting while grabbing 12 right corner that rimmed out.
least a share its first league
championship if it can defeat at just 12-16 overall and 11-8 in rebounds. However, no other
Tennessee Tech on Thursday OVC play, which places it in Lady Racer scored more than
night and Tennessee-Martin on fifth place in the league stand- sophomore forward Ashley
Nichole Hayes' eight points.
ings.
Saturday.
'They outhustled us to every
The Golden Eaglettes, curThe Lady Racers (18-7, 14-4
QVC) can claim the outright rently on the outside looking in ball," Felton noted."We got outchampionship and the No. I in the race for a top-four finish, rebounded by a team that at the
shed in next week's OVC are hoping a win in their regular- time was not doing very well
Tournament with two wins and a season finale will help them rebounding the ball. But that
mean
anything.
Southeast Missouri State loss to earn one of four coveted home doesn't
either Samford or Jacksonville games in the first round of the Rebounding is heart and effort,
tournament.
basically. ... We just weren't
Sate.
"I know that Tennessee Tech very aggressive from the start."
• But perhaps the biggest chalThe Golden Eaglettes manlenge for MSU in its quest for is going to come in excited
qvc gold will be clearing its because they have a shot to play aged to shoot just 38.6 percent
First hurdle — Thursday's 5:15 at home in the first round," said from the floor, but got 16 points
matchup with Tennessee Felton. "So they have a lot to on 7-of-15 shooting from guard
Kendall Cavin and 13 more
Tech at the Regional Special play for."
Tech surprised the Lady from Reed. Cavin currently
gvents Center.
• The Lady Racers have had Racers back in January, when it ranks seventh in the OVC in
little success through the years hammered MSU on the boards, scoring 4t 13.8 points per game.
"Temkssee Tech is a team
against the Golden Eaglettes, 47-31, despite ranking at the
vdio have won 18 of the last 19 bottom of the league in rebound- that has five girls on the floor
who can shoot You've got to get
rdeetings against Murray State, ing.
The Golden Eaglettes got out on them and get a hand in
including a 54-49 win on Jan. 25
al the Eblen Center in double-digit rebounds from both their face," Felton said. "Their
center Kristina Tyler (12) and post players aren't that big, but
Cookeville, Tenn.
- Tech holds .the all-time forward Cara Reed (10) while they can take you off the dribnpcord for most OVC champi- limiting Murray to only 31.5- ble. We didn't do a good job of
opships on the women's side percent shooting and forcing 16 playing to the strengths and
weakness of the personnel in
stith 16, but the Golden Lady Racer turnovers.
MSU got its normal output that game.... I think you'll see a
Haglettes have slipped back to
the league pack this season from senior forward Joi Scott, much different Racer team (on
upder first-year head coach Amy who posted another double-dou- Thursday)."

m Felton

Fulton County
17 05 12 09 —43
Murray
10 14 13 03 —40
Fulton County (11-13) McClain 20, Bishop 18, Udley 2
Roberson 2, Emerson 2, Caldwell, Hardin.
FG: 16-28. 3-point FG: 2-4 (Bishop. McClain) FT: 9-14
Rebounds: 17 Fouls: 9
Murray(12-13) Hurl 13. Voip 9,Ince 7, Gibson 7. Parker-Bell 4,
Mohler. Jones, McCuistoi,.
FCC 13-36. 3-point FG: 4-19 (Trice. Parker-Bell. Voip, Gibson)
FT: 10-14. Rebounds: 14. Fouls: 16.

After the rebound, Fulton County re-took the
lead at the 5:01 mark on a McClain basket to go up
38-37. Again, the Tigers tried the stall method,
burning two minutes off the clock before Brett
Gibson's trifecta missed, as well.
Bishop answered on the other end to put the
Pilots up 40-37 with 2:10 to play.
All night, Bishop and McClain were the
answers for Fulton County. The duo scored 18 and
20, respectively, as three other players accounted
for two points apiece.
As for the Tigers, they were led by Hurt's 13
point. Volp added nine. Trice and Gibson each finished with seven, and Parker-Bell netted four.
"We had the lead with five minutes left," Fields
said of his stalling strategy."1 felt like that was the
way to go.
"We got two wide-open threes. What more
could you ask for? But we missed them, and
Fulton County got the long rebound and beat us
down the court. Once they got the lead, it was
over. They were going to stay in the lead:-

Were ItenOpening!

Murray State
Basketball
THURSDAY, FEBRUARY 22
Lady Racers vs. Terme

February 23, 2007
g 3:00 p.m.

ech • 5:15 p.m.

Located in Murray-Calloway County Parks
810 Arcadia Drive, Murray, KY
Scott

11

Hours of Operation*
Saturday 9:00 a.m. - 6:00 p.m.
Sunday 12:00 p.m. - 5:00 p.m.
Monday-Friday 3:00 p.m. - 6:00 p.m.

Paul

Let's send the seniors off in st le!
Ticket Office 270-809-4895 • www.goracers.com

Hours subject to change with Season and/or Demand
*Weather Permitting
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KENTUCKY 70. 1,SU 63

LEGION
AMERICAN
ORATORICAL WINNER:
Ashley Winkler, second
from left, is the Area A winner of the 2007 American
Legion Oratorical Contest.
She has earned the right
to advance to State competition to be held on
Mardi 4 in Frankfort.
Winkler is sponsored by
Murray's American Legion
Post #73. Also pictured are
her father, Scott, left;
mother Angie, right; and
Michael Robinson, second
Calloway
right,
from
School
High
County
speech coach.

Wildcats hold off
Davis-less Tigers
LEXINGTON, Ky. tAP0
Before Kentucky could embark on its three-game quest
1•11- resenge. it asoided
albeit narrowly —
chat could hose been a big dose of embarissinent
With Louisiana State's leading scorer. Glen
to is, out because 001 a leg injury, Tuesday
'right's game appealed to be a mere tuneup
1,01 the Wilt at', But the last-place team in
rtie Southeastern Conference's Westeni Diviion
1)11 flute JitIiult to handle.
Cd
Fite licers sseie up 1(0 III the first halt, and
torced1 ii. 0,..oh Ilse minutes to go Both
times. the NI1010.ats gt.t a boost Irom freshman
Jodie !sleeks arid pulled out a 70-63
hit oi energy,- !sleeks said.
‘ku iio;dcd
•k•0'
i...00d shots, (hes, lust weren't
Sk heir I came in, I hit a few shots to
ry 010
Talk
'00.11,' nailed three ;-pointers to tie a
ir0•ci /00 0,011 ssith th p0,IIIIs, was the outside
0•41fIrlot Randolph Morris took advan.).00] absent e inside with his ninth
H
2(1 points, 10
-,-/•••tri0•1,
1L0H: „rrrtit0010e01 „trout has Kentucky i19-8,
I rrrt•• the t mai stretch without the
0 ,1 tlic hist NO(,its ream to lose
t••••••
OK 1990 season That took
impoirtanse because the final three
N.,0ftler hilt. Georgia and Florida
.001S bc.',010:11 Kentucky once.
tr.c00r .• a'reat opportunity in front it
Ractrer Bradies said
can be hard
Int
ell anti you feel that
Ir
rit do. You get a bit down.,I•0ser than Kentucky fans

AP

Kentucky's Randolph Morris goes up to
alter the shot attempt of LSU's Dameon
Mason during the second half of Tuesday's SEC game at Rupp Arena. Morns
led the Wildcats with 20 points and 10
rebounds in a 70-63 win over the Tigers.
likely wanted to stomach Terry Martin's jumper
tied the game at 58 with five minutes left, but
Bradley: followed with an underhanded layup
to put Kentucky in trout for good

Tennessee Tech edges Austin Peay, 73-72
0 00, 01.01 \ II 1 1 [elm 0 \Pr
rr,, •.0. 1
tiiadc a
c I tr00: thrr•ts
trtt :01001
hr
C•1011est•Ce I ut.h heat
-it!)
-2 I ue.

scoreless in the last 2.19.
Austin Peay had built a ()lS4 lead with 9:55 left on two
free throws by Landon Shipley.
The (10Ve111010.; last lead WAS
72-71) on a jumper by Todd
•0:10::.,ce l.- Ii 0 Its 11. H- Babington with 2:19 left. for
.0110r, I 'nieretKei held their final points before Fish r,0• 0:0\ I cc il,ii sc.tsunikham- er was fouled on his layup for
Goscrtiors 1K-9, 15-3) the lie and hit hts free throw
. _
-

tor the win
Fisher hit It ot-17 field
goals and 5-01-7 tree throws
Amadi McKenzie added 17
points and Belton Risers 12
Austin Peas was led by
Babington with 17 points, Drake
Reed with 13 points and six
rebounds and Derek Wright with
10 points
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SPECIAL LUNCHEON: Murray Elementary §tudents who earned 60 or more Accelerated
Reader points were recently recognized with a special Valentine luncheon hosted by Janet
Caldwell, principal, Murray Elementary School recently implemented the Renaissance
Place/Enterprise program. Renaissance Place allows students to access all Renaissance
programs much easier than in the past. Previously MES's AR tests have been limited to only
those titles that are available in the school's library. With this new program. students can
access over 100,000 titles. A variety of incentives are planned throughout the year for those
students who reach their individual reading goals.

Peppers Automotive Pre-owned Specials
2004 Lexus RX300

2001 Nissan Frontier XE

2005 Dodge Neon SXT

38,000 Miles, Leather,
Moon Roof, All Power.
Stk. #P6350

61,000 Miles.
Stk. #1T7507A

43,000 Miles, Chrome
Wheels, Tinted Windows,
Spoiler. Stk. P6281A

29,995*

s10 987*

S10,650*

2001 CAMC Sierra SLE
87,000 Miles, Extended
Cab, Alloy Wheels.
Stk. #TC7479A

$11,728*

2006 Cadillac STS

2006 Harley
Davidson

12,000 Miles,
Leather, Loaded.
Stk. #P6369

Dyna Street Bob, 2,993 Miles, 88 Cid
Fuel Injected, 6 Speed. Stk. #P6303B

$32,485'

VOW

2006 Chevrolet Monte Carlo LT

2005 Chrysler Crossfire

26,000 Miles, Alloy
Wheels, CD Player.
Stk. #P6370

5,000 Miles, Alloy
Wheels, Convertible.
Stk. #P6368

$15,878*

$25,986*

2005 Ford Thunderbird

2004 Ford F-150 4x4 XLT

24,000 Miles, 50th
Anniversary, Chrome
Wheels. Stk. #P6251

18K Miles, 4x4, Alloy
Wheels.
Stk. #CT7101A

30,485'
2006 Chevy HHR LT
•

$22,542*
2006 Chevy Trailblazer LS

6,000 Miles, Chrome
Wheels, Leather,
Loaded. Stk. #P6326

4x4, 17,000 Mlles, Alloy
Wheels, CD Player.
Stk. #P6340

s17,986'
Titsciaamer Am prices pros tax tithe and license additional $64 50 doc tee included
"Whatever it takes, we want to be your or or truck company."

Mrs MI Sam 6pm
Sat Sam 5pm

unseal won,
*oleo/was"ti..•
OREAK

up

THROUGH

28,000 Miles, Ext. Cab,
5.4 L.
Stk. #P6353

Aw
--—
www peppersautomotive comptppt
2400 E. Wood St. • Paris • 642-5661 • 1-800-748-8816

2004 Ford Ranger
30,000 Miles,
Extended Cab.
Stk. #GC6107A

95,299'

